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Linda Norton, associate director of Financial Aid, reviews financial aid papers with a 
student. The changes in the eligibility for federal and state aid will affect some PC students. 
A tough Pell to swallow
Tsunami hits home 
for PC student
By Mai.lary J. Tenore ’07
Asst. News Editor
S
tarting next fall, some 
Providence College 
students may see an 
unfavorable change in 
their financial aid packages.
The U.S. Department of 
Education recently decided to 
reconfigure the formula it uses 
to calculate financial aid, poten­
tially causing more than 90,000 
college students across the 
country to lose part of their state 
and federal aid.
The newly revised formula 
relies on state and local tax in­
formation from 2002, as op­
posed to the current formula, 
which is based on tax figures
from 1988.
Students who receive the 
minimum Pell grant award of 
$400 will be most affected by 
this change, which was ap­
proved two days before Christ­
mas.
“It’ll have a minimum im­
pact on our students,” said 
Herbert J. D’Arcy, executive 
director of Financial Aid. He 
expressed concern for colleges 
nationwide, however, saying 
that students who attend public 
universities and colleges, in par­
ticular, are “going to be in for a 
pretty rough ride.”
D’Arcy said that of the 70% 
of students who receive finan­
cial aid at the College, only 
about 10% receive Pell grants. 
Between 20 and 30 of the 365 
students who benefit from Pell 
grants will have their aid taken 
away, he said.
“People with the lowest in­
come rates are those who suffer 
the most,” said D’Arcy.
Pell grants are awarded in 
annual vouchers to about 5 mil­
lion students nationwide. The 
amount awarded is based on 
students’ financial needs and the 
cost of tuition at the school they 
attend.
About 2,900 students at PC 
receive more than $50 million 
in financial aid each year. The
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By Meghan Welch ’06
News Staff
On Dec. 26, the world was 
shocked and horrified by the 
news that an earthquake had 
occurred near the coast of the 
Aceh province in 
BEYOND Indonesia, setting 
PC off a tsunami that 
has killed more 
than 212,000 people in India, 
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, 
and other parts of Asia.
While people around the 
world are jumping to the aid of 
those in need by donating 
money and organizing fund­
raisers, few people can truly 
understand the devastation 
suffered by the people directly 
affected by the tsunami.
However, one Providence 
College student, who lives in 
Thailand when she’s not at 
school, witnessed first hand the 
loss and tragedy that surrounded 
the areas around her.
After news of the tsunami 
reached the world, members of 
the PC community and friends 
of Maile Van Den Beldt ’05 
were sure to worry about the life 
and safety of their friend.
Thankfully, she was no 
where near the coast of Thailand 
that was affected by the 
tsunami, as she was celebrating 
the wedding of a friend in 
Bangkok.
Although she was not in the 
area affected by the tsunami, she 
was stunned to hear the news.
“I heard about the tsunami 
about five hours after the first 
wave hit, and a few minutes 
before the third wave hit,” said 
Van Den Beldt. “I couldn’t 
believe it. It didn’t even seem 
real.”
Although Van Den Beldt 
knew that her family and friends 
were alive and safe, she still 
worried about the effects the 
tsunami could have on her 
family and on the people she 
knew.
“My sister and her husband 
live on the island of Phuket, 
which was partially hit, so we 
were worried about their house, 
their dog, the school they teach 
at and their students,” said Van 
Den Beldt. “My mom also 
works with some people who 
were vacationing down there, so 
we were worried about them.”
Although Van Den Beldt was 
not in an area directly affected 
by the tsunami, she still wanted 
to do what she could to help. On 
Dec. 28, she flew to Phuket and 
volunteered where she could.
She said that when she got 
to the island, most of the 
beaches at the tourist destin­
ations were almost completely 
cleaned up, and the cleaning 
was more of a ceremony than 
anything else.
However, when she saw the 
local beaches, it was a 
completely different story.
“I seriously cannot even 
describe what I saw in one town 
I was in, Kamala,” said Van Den 
Beldt. “It was like a bomb 
dropped on it. When we were 
cleaning up a beach there, we 
found a body, but because it was 
a tourist area, there were no 
officials to report it to. And the 
beach was such a mess, it was 
impossible to salvage anything. 
We were building bonfires and
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Meagher Hall burglar breaks in the New Year
CAMPUS 
NEWS
By Scott Geer ’06 
News Staff
A Providence man was 
arrested earlier this month after 
breaking into dormitories on 
local college campuses, in­
cluding Meagher 
Hall.
Thomas C. 
Upchurch, 46, of
Providence, was arrested by 
Smithfield, R.I. police on Jan. 
5 after he attempted to steal a 
laptop from a Bryant University 
dormitory. Upchurch is a 
repeated felon with a record of 
26 prior arrests for larceny and 
trespassing.
Prior to the break-in at 
Bryant, Upchurch broke into the 
Meagher Hall residence of Rev. 
Albino Barrera, O.P., professor 
of theology, and stole a cellular 
phone, postage stamps, and 
loose change. He also was able 
to enter two more student 
rooms, taking a cash box, clock­
radio, men’s basketball season 
tickets, and a desktop computer. 
He took pillow cases from one 
of the rooms in order to carry 
the stolen valuables.
Sarah Bednar ’08, a victim 
of the crime, said, “For spring 
break I’m bringing all my 
valuables home.”
In light of what happened 
over winter break, her 
roommate Erica Tymeck ’08 
now plans to be safer while 
living at school. “I try to hide 
my stuff (valuables),” said 
Tymeck. Bednar, who also 
plans to be more cautious, said, 
“We now lock our door at 
night.”
At the time of his arrest, 
Upchurch was carrying Father 
Barrera’s cell phone. Smithfield 
Police officials determined who 
the phone belonged to by 
reading a label on the backside 
of the phone.
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A burglary took place in Meagher Hall on Jan. 2. The thief 
was later arrested at Bryant University.
Detective Doug Cerce of the 
Smithfield Police then 
contacted Major John Leyden, 
executive director of Safety and 
Security at PC. All of the stolen 
items were recovered with the 
exception of the desktop 
computer.
Upchurch forced entry into 
a basement window in Meagher 
Hall. According to Major 
Leyden, one of the basement 
windows was not secured 
properly, giving Upchurch 
access to the dormitory.
“Larceny is a crime of 
opportunity,” said Major 
Leyden. “When a criminal sees 
an easy opportunity, they take 
advantage of it.”
First floor resident assistant 
(RA) Gabrielle Occhiogrosso 
’06 said, “If a security tab is 
broken, they [the windows] just 
pop open.”
Occhiogrosso had discussed 
safety with the residents on her 
floor during a meeting at the 
start of spring semester. “Girls 
need to lock their stuff up,” she 
said. “They are told to lock 
doors, but now hopefully they’ll 
do it.”
According to third floor RA 
Diana Vembenil ’06, the RAs 
were responsible for 
encouraging students to keep 
security screens on windows 
locked as well. Students were 
told to inform security or their 
RA if they notice a suspicious 
person in the building.
Upchurch attempted to break 
into nearly a dozen rooms, 
Major Leyden said. Many of 
the doors bear markings of
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NEWS 
BRIEFS
New janitorial company 
bargains contract with SEIU
After receiving bids from 
eight companies, Providence 
College chose Hurley of 
America as its new provider of 
janitorial services. Mike 
Frazier, vice president of 
Business and Finance and chief 
financial officer of the College, 
said that after analyzing the 
bids, Hurley, which took over 
after UNICCO’s contract ended 
on Dec. 31, 2004, was the best 
fit for the school.
After obtaining the contract, 
Hurley bargained a new 
contract with current workers, 
who were employees of 
UNICCO, not the College. The 
workers are represented by the 
Service Employees Inter­
national Union Local 615 
(SEIU). Janet Walsh, director 
of Human Resources at Hurley, 
said that the contract includes a 
3.5 percent wage increase each 
year for three years, as well as 
full single medical coverage. 
Workers pay the difference 
between family and single 
coverage if they desire family 
coverage.
Lee Erica Palmer, an SEIU 
organizer, said that much of the 
language of the contract is 
similar to the previous contract 
with UNICCO, though there are 
some changes. Full single 
medical coverage is one such 
change. Palmer said that Hurley 
also says it will offer English 
classes to its employees.
Palmer said that overall, 
people thought the contract was 
fair; it was approved almost 
unanimously by the mem­
bership.
When the College originally 
put its janitorial contract up to 
bid, the issue arose of whether 
or not the new company would 
hire the current workers. SEIU 
wanted the College to stipulate 
that a new contractor hire the 
workers at their current wages 
and benefits and bargain with 
SEIU. The College did not 
make this a requirement.
Eduardo Sajche, steward for 
SEIU, said he was happy with 
the contract, adding that Hurley 
respects the seniority of the 
workers.
Sajche has worked at the 
College since 1988, and said 
that the workers are glad that the 
new company decided to keep 
them as workers at the College.
“I’m sure they’ll enjoy 
working for Hurley of
America,” said Walsh.
—Stephanie Barkus ’05
Congress holds first meeting 
of the semester
The 54th Student Congress 
reconvened after the short 
holiday break to start the 
semester with some spring 
cleaning. Tidying up their odds 
and ends, the Congress chose 
office hours and assigned 
campus clean-up dates to 
Congress participants.
George Catrambone ’05, 
senior class president, an­
nounced plans for the year’s 
first Senior Night and seniors’ 
Feb. 4 celebration of their 105th 
remaining night at PC.
Junior class president, 
Matthew Weber ’06, announced 
the junior class representatives 
plans to hold four Junior Nights 
throughout the spring semester.
Furthermore, freshman and 
sophomore representatives will 
resume their meetings in the 
upcoming week to begin 
preparation for upcoming 
events.
In other news, the executive 
board of Congress asked all 
members to inform club 
presidents of the upcoming club 
president’s meeting.
This meeting is scheduled 
for Monday, Jan. 24 and will be 
held in ’64 Hall. All club 
presidents are asked to attend in 
order to receive funding for 
their respective clubs.
Congress will hold its next 
meeting next Monday at 5:30 
p.m. in the Slavin Center Glass 
Room.
—Cate Rauseo ’07
Campus Calendar for Jan. 21 to Jan. 27
Submit events to sbarku05@providence.edu
21Friday sunday
3-4 p.m. Health
Policy and Manage­
ment Powerpoint 
presentation in 
Slavin Center Rm.
112.
8 p.m. Senior Night 
in McPhail’s.
5:30 a.m. - 4:30
p.m. Outdoor 
Adventure Ski Trip
8 p.m. TheGuz- 
Men Acoustic Show 
and Man Down in 
McPhail’s.
2:00 p.m. Festival 
Band concert in Smith 
Center for the Arts.
4 p.m. Health Policy 
and Management 
Powerpoint presenta­
tion in Slavin Center 
Rm. 112.
tuesday
6 p.m. “What Type 
of Student Are You?’ 
workshop in Library 
Rm. 333 (E-class 
room).
3:30-6:00 p.m.
R.O.T.C. First Aid/ 
Buddy Aid/Military 
Science workshop in 
Moore Hall III.
4-5p.m. College
Bowl tournament - 
team volunteer 
orientation in ’64 
Hall.
thursday
11 a.m.-4 p.m. Involve­
ment Fair in ’64 Hall.
12:30-3:30 p.m. Photo
Snowglobes and Birthday 
Chronicles in Slavin 
Ground Level A.
7-8 p.m. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., 
tribute in St.
Dominic Chapel.
7:30 p.m. Watch PC 
play BC in 
McPhail’s.
24
saturday onday Wednesday
Sanctions
Administrative Review 
November 10,2004 
Charges:
Student Handbook: P. 42
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 37,2F
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 36 I-B
Administrative Review
November 12, 2004
Charges:
Student Handbook: P. 37,2H
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 42
Guilty
Sanctions:
$100.00 Fine
Disciplinary probation until May 10, 2005
Administrative Review
November 12,2004 
Charges:
Student Handbook: P. 38
Guilty
Sanctions;
Twenty-five hours of in-kind restitution
Personal probation until May 10, 2005
Administrative Review
November 12,2004
Charges:
STudent Handbook: P. 36,11-IB
Guilty
Sanctions:
$50.00 fine
Administrative warning
Personal probation until May 10, 2005
Administrative Review
November 12,2004
Charges:
Student Handbook: P. 38
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 42
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 37,2F
Guilty
Sanctions:
First Offense Alcohol: $100.00 
Pay for damaged property - $250.00 
Disciplinary probation until May 10,2005
Administrative Review 
November 12,2004
Charges:
Student Handbook: P. 37,2-F
Guilty
Student Handbook: P. 42
Guilty
Sanctions:
$100 00 Fine
Twenty hours In-kind restitution 
Referral to substance abuse counselor 
Personal probation until May 10,2005
Administrative Review
November 15, 2004
Charges:
Student Handbook: Alcohol violation - first 
level 
Guilty
Sanctions:
Disciplinary probation until May 10,2005 
$100.00 Fine
Mandatory alcohol education class: $25.00 
Notification to parents
22
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Step by S.T.E.P. 1: Starting 2005 on the right foot
by Megan Comerford ’06
News Staff
In November 2003, Providence 
College instituted a wellness program as 
a division of the health center. Katie
Gates took the position of Health
FEATURE
Education and Wellness 
coordinator and is
responsible for many 
health-related programs 
and campaigns that have appeared over 
the last year.
“I think the school just saw that there 
was a need and that other colleges and 
universities did have a health education 
and wellness program...to help 
[students] with positive lifestyle 
development,” said Gates, who came to 
PC after 10 years with the American 
Cancer Society.
Coming into a newly-formed 
program required Gates to quickly assess 
the needs of the campus.
“I spent my first semester trying to 
find my way through the whole campus 
community.. .talking to students, talking 
with the S.T.E.P. 1 group...Residence 
Life, Campus Ministry, Student 
Services, Intramural Sports,” she said.
This past autumn, however, Gates 
administered a health survey during 
housing selection to better understand 
the Providence College demographic. 
The survey data will be used to “support 
and hopefully fund our programs,” said 
Gates. “It will catapult me into some 
real.. .meaningful programming.”
Though the surveys have not all been 
processed, Gates has already seen a need 
for nutrition-oriented programs. “I was 
amazed how many people asked [what 
“5-A-Day”] is,” said Gates, who hopes 
to begin a campaign in the dining halls 
that will teach and encourage healthy 
eating habits.
This semester Gates has several 
events on the agenda, including Quitters 
are Winners and Dr. Phil’s Ultimate 
Weight Loss Challenge: “Staying Alive 
in 2005,” both of which are open to 
students, faculty, and staff.
The weight loss program had its first 
“weigh-in” last Wednesday and attracted 
more than 40 people, a turnout which 
Gates said she is thrilled about.
Gates is also teaching an AquaFitness 
class three days a week and has slated a 
Spring Break Safety event with Student 
Travel Agency (STA) that will focus on 
how to stay safe when traveling in 
foreign countries.
To raise awareness about cancer, 
Gates has launched Colleges Against 
Cancer, sponsored by the American 
Cancer Society. She has also conducted 
programs about testicular cancer, breast 
cancer, and cervical cancer in the fall. 
She is planning a skin cancer awareness 
event for February in collaboration with 
Things For Thursday, which will feature 
a DermaScan and provide literature on 
how to detect and prevent skin cancer.
Gates will work with PC Security and 
Major John Leyden, executive director 
of Safety and Security, starting this 
February, with a screening of a film by 
the father of Katie DeCubellis—who 
was killed by a drunk driver—to increase 
awareness on the dangers of drunk 
driving.
Students are also welcome to set up 
individual consultations with Gates on 
any wellness topic, ranging from 
nutrition and exercise to depression to 
drug and or alcohol abuse.
“I have resources and referrals that I 
can make throughout the campus and 
really direct [a student] in the appropriate 
way. Nobody should be out there 
struggling.... I can really be a resource,” 
said Gates.
S.T.E.P. 1, PC’s peer education club, 
is aimed at raising awareness of health 
issues including alcohol abuse, sexual 
abuse, healthy eating, and stress, and is 
closely linked to the Health and Wellness 
Education program.
Gates became the club’s new faculty 
advisor and, with the leadership of co­
presidents Gabrielle Occhiogrosso ’06, 
Caitlin Murphy ’06, and Alyssa 
Aftosmes ’06, has helped to revamp 
S.T.E.P. 1.
When the girls were freshmen, 
S.T.E.P. 1 was, according to 
Occhiogrosso, “primarily an alcohol 
program” that gave presentations to 
freshmen and sophomores. “It was very 
strict,” said Murphy, and no one really 
wanted to be there. All three girls, along 
with Gates, felt S.T.E.P. 1 needed to be 
refaced.
“We wanted to change it to get the 
campus more involved...and to get the 
message out about responsible decision 
making,” said Occhiogrosso.
I have resources and referrals 
that I can make throughout the 
campus and really direct [a 
student] in the appropriate way.
Nobody should be out there 
struggling.
Katie Gates
Though S.T.E.P. 1 is a comparatively 
small club with 10 active members and 
40 students on the mailing list, its 
members have been successful in 
organizing a variety of events this 
semester.
“We’re trying to provide not only 
information, but alternate things to do 
on the weekends,” said Murphy in 
reference to the goal of the club.
Their most popular event, aside from 
last spring’s Saved By The Bell showing, 
has been October’s scavenger hunt that 
took the eight participating teams “all 
over Providence and all over the 
campus” in search of healthy things to 
do in the city as well as nutrition-related 
information, Occhiogrosso said.
Students found the least-caffeinated 
Starbucks beverage and the vegetarian 
options in the food court, among other 
things. Referring to the comedy venue 
Improv Jones in downtown Providence, 
Murphy said, “people came back and 
were like, ‘Wow, I didn’t know this even 
existed!”’
In collaboration with PC After Hours, 
sponsored by the S.A.I.L. Office, 
S.T.E.P. 1 has also organized monthly 
events that provide weekend alternatives 
to the bar circuit. Several of their 
programs attracted upwards of 40 
people.
The week before Thanksgiving, 
S.T.E.P. 1 presented Full House in 
Moore Hall, showing episodes relevant 
to health issues faced by students such 
as eating disorders and binge drinking 
and distributing information about 
dealing with such concerns.
Occhiogrosso described the show as 
“a way to get people to [attend].. .and to 
get our message out. Even if people just 
get a little something from it, you know, 
it’s a good thing.” S.T.E.P. 1 hopes to 
show another sitcom in the springtime.
The club frequently sets tables up in 
Ray for events such as Alcohol 
Awareness Week and the Great 
American Smoke Out.
The Smoke Out, which took place on 
Nov. 19, included pledges to quit, a 
raffle, and information on smoking.
“We had a lot of people coming by,” 
said Murphy. “People were taking 
information: they were like, ‘I am really 
interested in quitting.’” Gates agreed 
with Murphy, calling the Smoke Out 
“very successful.”
S.T.E.P. 1 is also in charge of the 
health and nutrition information 
available at the condiment console in 
Ray.
This semester the club expects to hold 
another scavenger hunt. A screening of 
The Fresh Prince of Bel Air and a Dance- 
A-Thon are also on the drawing board.
“Our biggest success is being able to 
do all these things finally,” said 
Occhiogrosso. “[S.T.E.P. 1] has gotten 
back on its feet. We have to start 
somewhere and year by year.. .the word 
will get out more and more.”
S.T.E.P. 1 has worked this school year 
to offer events that also provide 
important information about health and 
wellness. “I love what [S.T.E.P. 1 is] 
doing and I totally support what they’re 
doing,” said Gates, adding that there is 
“a level of credibility when it’s peer-to- 
peer.”
Tsunami: Campus organizations initiate relief efforts
continued from front page
burning anything that could be burned, 
because that was the* only way to clean 
up.”
Van Den Beldt stressed the import­
ance of realizing how much people have 
lost due to this natural disaster.
“The media seem to be focusing on 
the tourists that were affected by the 
tsunami because they provide the sexiest 
stories; escaping the winter to go to a 
tropical paradise only to have it torn 
apart by natural disaster,” she said.
“They have only recently started to 
realize that there are people who live in 
these areas year-round who have lost 
their houses and their businesses. It 
really concerns me that few people are 
thinking about the street vendors who 
don’t have insurance, lost all of their 
inventory and make their living day by 
day.”
Van Den Beldt also pointed out how 
important it is to remember what is 
happening on the other side of the world 
after the media coverage has died down.
“I applaud the entire world for 
wanting to help out right now, but I don’t 
think it is going to last for as long as it 
needs to,” said Van Den Beldt, who 
worries that support will die out as media 
coverage dwindles.
For their part, several campus groups 
are putting together fundraising efforts 
to help raise money for tsunami relief.
According to Matt Welch ’05, the PC 
Democrats are working on a fundraiser 
along with Plan USA Charity. And the 
resident assistants are putting together 
school-wide Penny Wars.
The Penny Wars will take place in 
every building, and will likely have 
different floors competing against each 
other for points, with pennies counting 
as one point each. All the money raised 
will be donated to tsunami relief funds.
According to Carly DiGiovanni ’06, 
the Penny Wars should start within the 
next week. Donations can be dropped off 
in the RA’s office of each building. To 
find out more information about how to 
help with the Penny Wars, call Carly at 
ext. 3799.
Information from CNN.com was used in 
this report.
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Pell grants: Students affected by changes
continued from front page
College awards more than $27 
million of this amount, while 
the rest comes from federal and 
state money and outside schol­
arships, D’Arcy said.
He noted that although the 
College makes an effort to give 
students generous financial aid 
packages, its generosity de­
pends on the amount of national 
loan limits.
Determined by the federal 
government, the limits are 
$2600 for freshmen, $3500 for 
sophomores and $5500 for jun­
iors and seniors at PC.
D’Arcy said he hopes the 
Republican Party will help raise 
these loan limits to make the 
awarding of financial aid more 
feasible.
“It has been hard for us to 
make good financial aid pack­
ages for freshmen,” he said.
Last week, President George 
W. Bush proposed an increase 
in the Pell grants, which would 
raise the maximum amount 
from $4050 to $4550 through­
out the next five years. This 
12% raise would be the grant 
program’s first increase in three 
years.
“That’s going to be huge 
here,” said D’Arcy of the poten­
tial $100 yearly increase.
Bush has also proposed to 
help fix the growing deficit of 
the grant program, which has 
increased due to a slow 
economy and a subsequent in­
crease in the number of students 
attending college.
To compensate for decreases 
in national financial aid, the 
College regulates the cost of 
tuition, which is currently 
$23,180.
“We try very hard to keep 
tuition increases under 7%,” 
D’Arcy said, adding that PC’s 
tuition is considerably lower 
than that of its competitor 
schools.
The change in eligibility for 
federal and state aid has im­
pacted hundreds of college stu­
dents in Rhode Island, includ­
ing those who attend Roger 
Williams University.
About 83% of students at 
Roger Williams receive some 
sort of financial aid, and an es­
timated 500 have Pell grants.
Shannon Gallagher, assistant 
director of financial aid at the 
University, said she expects 
about 300 students will lose 
their grants. The majority of stu­
dents who lose aid will be from 
Massachusetts and Rhode Is­
land, two of the hardest hit 
states.
“We’re trying to be produc­
tive in determining who will be 
losing their grants,” said 
Gallagher.
Colleges and universities, 
however, will not know the ex­
act number of students who will 
lose aid until students’ Free 
Education for Federal Student 
Aid (FAFSA) forms have been 
submitted.
National studies have shown 
that student dropout rates tend 
to increase as the amount of fi­
nancial aid awarded to students 
decreases.
D’Arcy explained that many 
students who use Pell grants to 
help pay for college tuition start 
working to raise more money. 
As their income increases, they 
subsequently lose their grant 
money.
In similar instances, students 
who work part time are some­
times offered full-time jobs and, 
as a result, drop out of school.
Christopher P. Lydon, asso­
ciate vice president for admis­
sions and enrollment planning, 
said this has not proven to be 
the case at PC.
Government support is 
less and less....but we’re 
walking this tight rope 
pretty well. We’ve done 
a good job of balancing 
the needs of our students.
Christopher P. Lydon
In recent years, the College 
has had a consistent retention 
rate of 93% for students return­
ing their sophomore year, and a 
four-year graduation rate of 
84%.
After reviewing the with­
drawal forms that students fill 
out upon leaving PC, the Col­
lege found that about three out 
of every 10 students leave be­
cause of financial reasons.
About 30% of students indi­
cate that they are leaving the 
College because of personal 
reasons. When the College re­
views these students’ financial 
aid, it generally finds that the 
“personal” reasons indicated are 
related to financial difficulties.
“Government support is less 
and less....but we’re walking 
this tight rope pretty well,” said 
Lydon. “We’ve done a good job 
of balancing the needs of our 
students.”
Although some students 
choose to leave PC because of 
financial reasons, Admitted Stu­
dent Questionairres show that 
this is not a primary factor in 
prospective students’ decision 
to attend the College.
“The number one reason 
why students have chosen or not 
chosen to enroll is academic 
reputation,” said Lydon. “I’m 
surprised every year by the sac­
rifices parents make to send 
their kids to college.”
Financial aid is a greater fac­
tor for students who come from 
families with lower incomes, 
but even among the lowest-in- 
come families, academic repu­
tation still ranks at the top of the 
list, Lydon said.
For students who receive fi­
nancial aid, the decrease in fed­
eral and state aid comes as a 
surprise.
Sarah Dunn ’07, who was 
not aware of the decrease, said 
she thinks students should be 
better informed of why their aid 
will be depleted.
“I think that it’s unfortunate 
that people are losing aid. I 
would like to know more about 
where the aid that’s being taken 
away is going,” said Dunn. “I 
wish that I was more informed 
but I feel that at college I really 
experience the ‘bubble’ effect 
and I rarely know what’s going 
on in the world.” 
Information from CNN was 
used in this report.
Meagher: Thief 
caught at Bryant
continued from front page
wood scrapings and gashes that 
showed his attempts were 
unsuccessful. The damage was 
done by an unspecified tool. 
Upchurch was found with a 
screw driver at the time of his 
arrest in Smithfield.
He is believed to have been 
involved in past thefts that have 
occurred at PC. According to 
Major Leyden, Upchurch fit the 
description of a burglar who 
fled Mai Brown after attempting 
to steal a laptop on Dec. 21. 
“This individual has been 
preying on this campus for a 
while,” said Major Leyden. 
“Students should be more 
vigilant in locking valuables 
and doors.”
Upchurch is being held at the 
Adult Correctional Institutions 
(ACI) in Cranston, R.I., where 
he has been since his arrest after 
failing to post bail.
He was arraigned Jan. 18 for 
the Meagher Hall and Bryant 
University break-ins. Upchurch 
was formally charged with one 
count of breaking and entering 
in Providence, five counts of 
receiving stolen goods in 
Smithfield, along with one 
count of conspiracy to commit 
a felony also in Smithfield.
Both of the known burglaries 
involving Upchurch at PC 
occurred during or near winter 
recess. In terms of future safety 
measures, Major Leyden said, 
“He [Upchurch] was targeting 
holiday break. We need to step 
up security patrol during that 
time-frame and plan to during 
spring break.”
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Tsunami prompts international aid
by Jill Szaro ’05  '
World Staft ,
NEWS
ANALYSIS
While many in the world were still 
celebrating Christmas, a massive 
earthquake and tsunami hit Southeast 
Asia on Dec. 26. The most recent death 
estimates say that over 
212,000 people were 
killed, with Indonesia, Sri 
I Lanka, India, and Thailand 
getting hit the hardest with the highest 
number of deaths. Hundreds of 
foreigners who were visiting the area for 
the holidays are still missing.
While the tsunami hit Southeast Asia 
more than three weeks ago, many are still 
in danger of disease and starvation. 
Tsunami survivors are highly vulnerable 
to malaria, a mosquito borne illness, 
because the combination of the tsunami 
and the rains are creating an 
extraordinarily large number of 
mosquitoes. Cholera, dysentery, typhoid, 
and other waterborne diseases also tend 
to spring up in the days immediately after 
a disaster when clean water is scarce.
Since the disaster hit, the world has 
responded with overwhelming efforts of 
generosity and aid in order to help those 
in Southeast Asia who lost everything 
because of the tsunami. The United 
States has pledged $350 million for relief 
and more than 15,000 troops were sent 
to regions hit by the tsunami to provide 
relief support for the area. At the 
Pentagon last Thursday President Bush 
told reporters, “Our military is making 
a significant difference in providing 
relief and aid and help and compassion 
for those who have suffered. There’s a
Assassinations show election problems
by Andrew Blaylock ’05
World Staff
Elections to select a 275 member 
council to draft an Iraqi Constitution are 
scheduled for Jan. 30. Many questions 
still remain concerning security threats 
and voter accessibility 
NEWS during the election. 
ANALYSIS President George W.
Bush, in a recent 
interview with CBS’s John Roberts, 
responded to many of the concerns.
The President stressed the 
importance of patience in the election 
process and emphasized the presence 
that the U.S. military will have in 
ensuring the smooth running and 
legitimacy of the process. “On a 
complicated matter such as removing a 
dictator from power and helping to 
achieve democracy, sometimes the 
unexpected will happen both good and 
bad,” he said. “I am realistic about how 
quickly a society that has been 
dominated by a tyrant can become a 
democracy...I am more patient than 
some.”
The President remained confident 
when questioned about current troop 
strength. When asked whether or not he 
would expand the role of National Guard 
or army enlistees in helping to meet 
growing troop demands, he responded, 
“What we’re going to do is make sure 
that the missions of the National Guard 
and the reserves closely dovetail with 
active army units, so that the pressure is 
eased.”
To combat terrorist and insurgency 
threats, an Iraqi-American security force 
of approximately 300,000 strong will 
safeguard and attempt to deter any 
disruptions to the election process on 
Jan. 30. Tight restrictions will be 
imposed on movement, including a total 
ban on vehicles near polling stations.
MSNBC
The death toll of the December tsunami now exceeds 212,000, as interna­
tional aid flows in to the devastated area.
lot of talk about how some in the world 
don’t appreciate America. I can assure 
you that those that our military has helped 
appreciate America.” Australia is the 
largest single donor of aid, pledging $810 
million to tsunami relief, the majority of 
it promised for neighbor Indonesia, 
particularly the hardest-hit region of 
Aceh.
Even though students may be half a 
world away from the disaster, there are 
still many easy ways to get involved and 
help those whose lives have been affected 
by the tsunami. The easiest way is to 
donate online through a number of 
websites such as Catholic Relief Services 
(www.catholicrelief.org), the American 
Red Cross (www.redcross.org), and the
The interim government will also declare 
a national holiday to make polling 
locations and voting more accessible to 
voters.
Despite Iraqi and American attempts 
to stabilize the current environment and 
put in place a functioning Iraqi 
government, many Americans and Iraqis 
still have reservations concerning the 
possibility of insurgents causing 
disruption and preventing Iraq from 
realizing democracy. A recently 
conducted Associated Press poll of 
Americans stated that 53 percent are not 
optimistic that a stable government will 
take hold in Iraq. Sunni Muslims who 
make up roughly 20 percent of Iraq’s 
population favor postponing elections for 
at least six months, hoping that the current 
violence that has plagued some provinces 
of the country will subside. A more 
peaceful atmosphere, they believe, would 
be more conducive to successful 
elections.
Interim President Ghazi al-Yawer and 
Shiite Muslims, who comprise 
approximately 60 percent of the 
population, support holding elections on 
the planned date of Jan. 30. “If the 
elections were postponed for six months, 
there is no guarantee the violence would 
wane. The insurgents might lay down for 
two or three months, then carry out 
attacks again,” said al-Yawer.
There are others who acknowledge the 
likelihood of some kind of outside 
interference, and that voters and others 
will have to be resilient, “We and the Iraqi 
Security Forces will do everything in our 
power to ensure that the average Iraqi can 
go out and vote safely. Is there going to 
be violence on Election Day? There is,” 
said General George W. Casey, 
commanding general of Allied Forces in 
Iraq. In fact, Casey’s premonition of 
violence came true early this week as 
three election candidates were 
United States Fund for UNICEF 
(www.unicefusa.org). These websites 
let you donate as much or as little as 
you wish through the use of a credit 
card. Using these websites to give back 
to the communities affected by the 
tsunami is a great way to help those in 
need. In terms of getting involved on 
campus here at Providence College to 
help the tsunami victims, keep an eye 
out for any upcoming announcements 
from your R.A. Residence Life will 
soon be sponsoring Penny Wars in the 
dorms to raise money to assist relief 
efforts.
Sources: CNN.com, MSNBC 
assassinated.
Sunday a masked gunman fired on 
Riad Radi’s car as he was driving with 
his family. A candidate in the race for 
the local provincial council and 
supported by Prime Minister Ayad’s 
Allawi’s Iraqi National Accord, Radi 
was killed in the attack.
Alaa Hamid was shot and killed 
Monday in the city of Basra. The 
assassination took place in front of his 
family. The deputy chairman of the 
Iraqi Olympic Committee in Basra, 
Hamid was running for a spot in the 
275-member National Assembly.
Furthering the violence committed 
this past Monday, a masked gunman 
shot and killed Shaker Jabbar Sahla. 
Sahla was running in the National 
Assembly election, as Hamid was, but 
as a member of the Constitutional 
Monarchy Movement. This party is 
headed by Sharif Ali bin Hussein, a 
cousin of Iraq’s last king.
Still, many proponents highlight the 
success of recently held elections in 
Afghanistan. Millions turned out 
without incidence of violence to 
participate, after Al Qaeda and other 
terrorist groups threatened to interrupt 
and intimidate prospective voters. 
Many who are optimistic regarding the 
Iraqi election process predict a similar 
result can and probably will occur in 
Iraq.
Assistant Secretary of Defense Paul 
Wolfowitz, acknowledged Monday that 
the present security threat in Iraq is 
worse than in Afghanistan where 
elections were held last October. In 
remarks to an audience in Jakarta, 
Indonesia, he said that it is impossible 
to guarantee “absolute security” against 
the extraordinary intimidation that the 
enemy is undertaking.”
Sources: CBS, Boston Globe, Reuters, 
Associated Press
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Ask
PC
If you found a new 
dinosaur, what would 
you name it?
Compiled by Julianne Spohrer ’07 
and Allison Herrmann ’07
‘Wiggles.”
“Aunt Juliesaurus.”
Sarah Dunn ’07
“Jonny Styronosaurus.”
Brent Gilbert ’07
“Paolellasaurus.”
Maria Galle ’08 
and 
Melissa Silvank ’08
World
January 20,2005
Week in Review
Compiled by Nicole Chismar ’07
Local:
Providence on T.V.
Brotherhood, an hour-long cable se­
ries created by the Showtime Network, 
has chosen the city of Providence as its 
exclusive setting. The series centers on 
two brothers, one a politician and the 
other a mobster, growing up in a fic­
tional Providence neighborhood called 
“The Hill.” Since the pilot’s first film­
ing in September, Showtime “has or­
dered 11 more episodes, with produc­
tion costs estimated at about $20 mil­
lion.”
As a result of its filming, Brother­
hood should boost tourism and add mil­
lions of dollars to the state economy. In 
a press conference last week, Rhode Is­
land Governor Donald Carcieri (R) 
stated, “What’s important to me is that 
we can showcase what we have here. 
It’s a great win for us.” Brotherhood is 
expected to air sometime early next year. 
National:
Passing through the golden arches
Former McDonald’s Chief Execu­
tive Officer Charlie Bell died Monday 
at his home in Sydney, Australia. Just 
weeks after Bell was appointed head of 
the corporation in April, he was diag­
nosed with colorectal cancer. In late 
November he stepped down to focus on 
his illness. The company’s first non­
American CEO, Bell was described as a 
charismatic leader who once vowed to 
never let McDonald’s “get fat, dumb, and 
happy.” In his 30 year tenure with 
McDonald’s, Bell introduced such ideas 
as McCafe, the largest “coffee shop 
brand” in both Australia and New 
Zealand. A “brash go-getter,” sales also 
increased under his leadership with 
shares rising more than eight percent 
during his seven months as CEO. Bell is 
survived by his wife and daughter. 
International:
Train transit tragedy
Two trains collided at a Subway sta­
tion in Bangkok, Thailand, early Mon­
day morning. Officials said at least 160 
people were injured, eight of them criti­
cally, including a driver on one of the 
trains who was transported to an inten­
sive care unit. The accident marks the 
station’s first since it began running in 
August of last year. The $2.8 billion 
single-route 18 station subway line runs 
for 20 kilometers under the streets of the 
city, yet so far has not become popular 
with commuters. It is designed to carry 
more than 250,000 people daily, but only 
about 100,000 people use it regularly. In
World
a statement released on Monday, Thai 
Prime Minister Thaksin Shinwatra told 
reporters that the accident “was caused 
by human error, and not computer error,” 
as some media outlets were reporting. 
The Bangkok Metro Company is cur­
rently researching further details on the 
incident.
Health:
Ow, my head hurts
Patrick Lawler, a 23-year-old con­
struction worker from Breckinridge, 
Colorado unknowingly embedded a 
four-inch nail into his skull last week. A 
dentist discovered the nail on Wednes­
day as Lawler went to his office com­
plaining of severe pain in the roof of his 
mouth. Reportedly a nail gun backfired 
while Lawler was working at a local ski 
resort. The tool sent a nail into a nearby 
piece of wood, and knocked him uncon­
scious, but Lawler “didn’t realize that a 
second nail had shot through his mouth,” 
said his sister, Lisa Metcalse. The nail 
plunged one and a half inches into his 
brain, barely missing his right eye. 
Lawler was taken to a Denver hospital, 
where he underwent a four-hour surgery.
Sources: CNN, Boston Globe, Provi­
dence Journal
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Dinos for dinner?
Discovery of a dinosaur-eating 
mammal, belonging to species 
Repenomamus robustus, challenges 
scientists’ belief that early mammals 
were timid, non-dinosaur eating 
mammals.
Villagers digging in China’s fossil 
beds unearthed the mammal last week, 
digging up what many scientist and 
anthropologist describe as an 
“exhilarating finding.” The baby 
Psittacosaurus found in the belly of the 
130-million-year-old mammal fossil 
paints a new picture of dinosaurs as 
appetizing meals for early mammals.
Furthering the innovative nature of 
this finding, anthropologists found the 
Psittacosaurus, known as the “parrot 
dinosaur,” intact inside the mammal, 
indicating Repenomamus robustus’ 
inability to chew more advanced 
mammals. Carnegie Museum of Natural 
History anthro-pologist Zhezi Luo 
deems these discoveries a breakthrough 
as they “dispel conventional wisdom.”
Sources: Washington Post 
—Phoebe Patterson ’06
Strict guidelines create vaccine surplus
NEWS
ANALYSIS
Ryan Bowley ’08 
World Staff
The availability of flu vaccinations 
has dominated health news in the past 
year. Many potential high-risk patients 
did not receive the flu vaccine because 
they felt there would not 
be enough, and some 
fear, incorrectly, that the 
vaccine causes influenza.
Consequently, it is estimated that 
300,000 doses of the vaccine are left 
unused in New England.
Surplus vaccine cannot be saved, as 
different strains of the virus are 
prevalent from year to year. The 
prospect has caused fears that much of 
the vaccine will be discarded, wasting 
this preventative measure against a 
disease that kills yearly an estimated 800 
to 1,000 people in Massachusetts alone, 
and 38,000 nationwide. The peak of the 
flu season is January and February, and 
the vaccine provides maximum 
protection after two weeks, and at least
Sarah Vernon ’07
World Staff
The newly-elected Palestinian leader 
Mahmoud Abbas has already come to a 
roadblock for peace wifh Israel as vio­
lence resumed in Gaza the week follow­
ing hi? sizable victory in the Palestin­
ian presidential election. On Monday, 
Abbas directed security forces to put an 
end to attacks on Israel after a shooting 
at a Gaza Strip crossing last week by 
Palestinian militants left six Israelis 
dead.
Reacting to Abbas’ orders, Israeli of­
ficials stated on Monday that Abbas’ 
command was a small step in the right 
direction, even though no detailed plans 
for action were given. For the past four 
years under Yasir Arafat’s rule, the Pal­
estinian security forces have done little 
to stop the Palestinian militant attacks. 
Israelis have even accused Arafat and 
the security forces of intentionally ig­
noring, or even abetting in the violent 
aggression. While Abbas has said that 
he opposes the violence, a full-fledged 
effort to block attacks could bring him 
into direct confrontation with militant 
groups such as Hamas which have re­
fused a cease-fire.
Abbas’ orders came only a day after 
some protection immediately. College 
students, as a whole, do not constitute a 
high-risk influenza group according to 
the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC).
At the beginning of the flu season, 
various state governments ai. CDC 
heavily restricted the e _ .,y
guidelines for those who receive the shot. 
In Massachusetts, the Public Health 
Commissioner in October restricted the 
criteria for eligibility to babies six to 23 
months, the elderly over 75, and those of 
any age who suffer from chronic medical 
conditions, particularly those that 
compromise the immune system, such as 
HIV.
Nationwide, it is estimated that nearly 
100 million people fall into these 
categories. The commissioner threatened 
to impose a $200 fine per ineligible 
patient, and six months in jail to any 
health-care provider who gave the shots. 
After more surpluses became apparent, 
the age restrictions were reduced to 65, 
and then to 50. Because of the current
A new PLO leader in a new year
Israel’s Prime Minister Ariel Sharon cut 
off ties with Palestinian leadership and 
said he would give his military permis­
sion to combat militants in Gaza without 
restrictions in response to the attacks last 
week. But Israeli officials stated that any 
major military action would be held off 
for two to three weeks to allow Abbas 
time to restrain the militants.
Yet, Palestinian officials provided no 
clear details on how more attacks would 
be prevented. Abbas said he would use 
persuasion to end the violence rather than 
force. According to officials, he has also 
decided to move up his visit to the Gaza 
Strip from Wednesday to Tuesday in or­
der to hasten talks with militants. But a 
spokesman for the militant group Hamas 
said the attacks would not halt even 
though the group would continue to hold 
talks with Palestinian leadership. Hamas 
stated that the violence would only end 
if Israel halted its own incursions against 
Palestinians.
The Palestinian attack in the Gaza 
Strip crossing of Kami occurred just two 
days before Abbas was sworn into office. 
Israeli troops countered the Palestinian 
violence on Israeli settlements and bor­
der towns last week by killing 16 Pales­
tinians, including a 10-year-old boy and 
six other civilians.
Abbas’ landslide victory in the Pales- 
surplus, however, anyone who wishes to 
will likely be able to get a shot. The 
Massachusetts Public Health 
Commissioner has removed all 
restrictions.
The CDC has provided a more 
extensive list of those who are at greater 
risk for complications or even death as a 
result of influenza. In addition to the 
other high risk groups, the CDC 
recommends that all pregnant mothers, 
nursing home residents, those six months 
to 18 years old who are on aspirin 
therapy, and certain health-care workers 
receive the vaccine.
The CDC also has a comprehensive 
tracking system to monitor cases and 
outbreaks of the virus. They use seven 
different techniques to track these 
occurrences. They survey labs across the 
country for influenza-positive results. 
They monitor doctor’s visits by patients 
with flu symptoms. The CDC also 
receives reports from epidemiologists in 
the field, and receives reports from 
across the country regarding hospital­
BBC
Abbas, who won with 62 percent of 
the vote, was sworn in as PLO 
president
tinian election raised hopes for peacen 
when he garnered 62 percent of the vote. 
Abbas is a pragmatist who wishes to end 
Palestinian attacks on Israelis and renew 
negotiations for statehood.
Following his election, Abbas has 
garnered approval of world leaders who 
see him as hope for a new age of peace. 
In a sign of goodwill, shortly after the 
election, Israeli Prime Minister Sharon 
called Abbas, congratulating him in a 10 
minute conversation. According to of­
ficials, the two spoke of plans to meet 
izations for the flu.
In another vaccine related epidemic, 
reports of polio outbreaks have occurred 
and spread throughout Africa. Officials 
in Nigeria are blamed for the outbreak, 
as they stopped the immunizations for 
almost a year. There were reportedly 400 
additional cases of polio, and the number 
is currently up to 1,185. Polio is caused 
by a virus that exists in contaminated 
drinking water, and can lead to paralysis 
and even death. The United Nations has 
stepped in, and has called a meeting of 
several of the nations of central and 
northern Africa, including Nigeria, 
Egypt, and the Central African Republic. 
Certain Muslim officials in the north of 
Nigeria had stopped immunizing their 
citizens because they claimed that the 
effort was an attempt by the U.S. to 
spread AIDS and cause infertility, a plot 
to kill Muslims.
Sources: USA Today, BBC News, The 
Boston Globe, The Standard Times, 
CDC, Associated Press, The New York 
Times.
and renew peace negotiations.
President Bush has also stated his 
willingness to use Abbas’ election as a 
chance to bring peaceful negotiations 
between Palestine and Israel, saying he 
would meet the Palestinian leader in 
Washington. Bush refused to make such 
an offer to Arafat who was criticized for 
not doing enough to promote peace.
In the following months, Abbas will 
face many hurdles if he wishes to end 
the four years of violence between Is­
raelis and Palestinians. Israel hopes that 
Abbas can succeed restraining the at­
tacks on the part of Palestinian armed 
groups while taking down the terrorism 
infrastructure. In addition, while he has 
the support of many Palestinians, Abbas’ 
followers have high expectations, in­
cluding the lifting of Israeli travel con­
straints, improving the poor economy, 
and enforcing order in the streets. While 
critics remain skeptical that Abbas can 
accomplish these difficult tasks, others 
have hope that the plight of the Pales­
tinians will improve.
Sources: The New York Times and
Reuters
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Heart of the Matter
Blown opportunity for Bush in Asia
by Adam D. Roach ’06
Asst. Head Copy Editor
First wave of tsunami relief fitting
by Kyle Drennen ’07
Commentary Staff
Recently I have been thinking about one of my heroes, Rev. Martin Luther 
King Jr., a great deal. Mostly I have thought about Dr. King while reflecting 
upon the devastating tsunami in Southeast Asia. In a visit to the University of 
Rhode Island on Oct. 5,1966, Dr. King told his audience “It seems that if we are 
spending 24 billion dollars a year in Vietnam, we can spend a few billion to put 
God’s children on their own two feet.” This quote seems so very relevant today, 
in light of what is going on in Iraq and in light of the Bush Administration’s 
reaction to the catastrophe in Southeast Asia.
President Bush’s reaction to the catastrophe, a disaster that we knew the full 
extent of at the time, was laughable at best. Initially, Bush earmarked only $15 
million for the relief effort. Senator Patrick Leahy (D- 
Vermont) quipped that we spend more than this amount 
in Iraq before breakfast. At the same time, Bush’s per­
sonal reaction to the disaster was inappropriate. After 
the disaster, the President was nowhere to be found, as 
he failed to leave his ranch in Crawford and did not 
make a public statement.
Only after pressure from concerned citizens, both 
at home and abroad, and from the media did the Presi­
dent increase the United States pledge to $350 mil­
lion. Although this figure dwarfs the miniscule $15 
million, it is still not enough. The $350 million that the 
U.S. has pledged represents only .003% of our nation’s 
GDP. Compare this to the .014% of its GDP that Japan 
has pledged, as well as .032% for Sweden and .107% 
for Norway. France, Great Britain, and Australia have 
also spent more than the U.S. as a percentage of GDP. 
Globally, U.S. aid is lagging behind that of other na­
tions.
Compare the $350 million figure to some other ex­
penditures of the Bush administration as well. The Bush 
administration has spent $80 to $ 100 billion in the un­
justified and misguided war in Iraq. For Florida hurri­
cane relief, an important cause to fund and something 
that took place on our own soil but something of much 
smaller scope than the tsunami, the Bush administra­
tion allocated $2 billion. Bush’s “haves and have-mo­
res” have raised $ 100 million for a massive propaganda 
campaign to push through his reckless social security 
privatization plan. Lastly, $40 million will be spent on 
Bush’s inauguration: a big party for a big party boy.
Bush countered the stinginess accusations by call­
ing up his daddy and Bill Clinton and having them 
spearhead a campaign to encourage private aid contri­
butions from big businesses. He also claimed that most 
of the aid would be needed for the long-term recon­
struction of the devastated area. These two plans, 
privatization of aid and a focus on long-term recovery, 
are the wrong plans for tsunami aid.
First, relying on private aid does not mean much 
symbolically to the rest of the world because many of 
the businesses that will be called upon to help are glo­
bal, not purely American businesses. I am thoroughly 
satisfied with what private individuals have done to 
ease the suffering of the folks in Asia. The-local re­
sponses that I have seen have been phenomenal. How­
ever, it would be a lot more meaningful to the rest of 
the world if the majority of the aid came from the fed­
eral government. Of course, George W. Bush believes 
that private enterprise is the best at doing absolutely 
everything in this country, so an increase in govern­
ment funding will most likely not be forthcoming.
As far as the importance of “long term” aid, the 
majority of the aid for Asia is needed immediately. The 
pipblem of millions lacking food and housing, as well 
as people being susceptible to disease, is an immedi­
ate problem that must be dealt with now. Bush’s im­
mediate response leaves much to be desired.
Although the tsunami was indeed a horrible trag­
edy, it did pose a unique opportunity to the Bush Ad­
ministration. Here was a chance for us to become the 
good guys again. Here was a chance for us to make amends for alienating so 
many of our allies. Here was a chance for the Bush Administration to prove that 
the same pretext of making the world better and safer place, which was used to 
irfvade Iraq, also applied to natural disasters in areas in which we did not have an 
inherent economic interest. With Bush’s inactivity, with his silence in Crawford 
and his paltry initial pledge, and with his move to privatization of aid, Bush has 
blown his opportunity to rectify our global arrogance. He has appeared insensi­
tive and uncaring to the world, and although I would not claim that he is indeed 
uricaring the mage is still out there and it cannot be reversed. The time has come 
and gone for us as a nation, with federal funds, to immediately “put God’s chil­
dren on their own two feet” and show that we really can be the world’s savior. 
Somewhere in heaven, Dr. King must be sighing.
Much of Southeast Asia experienced similar 
destruction after the recent tsunami.
As one of the wealthiest 
nations in the world, many 
look to the United States to 
spearhead relief efforts for 
the tsunami victims in 
Southeast Asia. After this 
disaster, much controversy 
erupted over the Bush 
administration’s response.
This week, our writers 
debate the efficiency and 
adequacy of U.S. aid to the 
region.
Onlookers were amazed by the giant waves 
caused by the recent tsunami in Southeast Asia.
On Dec. 26 a 9.0 earthquake shook the sea floor in the depths of the Indian 
Ocean, causing a massive tidal wave that devastated much of Southeast Asia. A 
wall of water nearly 30 feet high crashed into the coastlines of India, Thailand, 
Indonesia and other coastal nations throughout the region. The death toll was 
initially reported to be over 12,000 on the day of the disaster; however, it currently 
stands at over 200,000, with thousands of people still missing. Immediately 
following news of this unfathomable tragedy, the global community pledged its 
support and assistance to all of the affected nations, offering necessary financial 
and logistical aid.
Ordinarily an event like this would promote global unity and allow people to 
put aside their differences and disagreements in order 
to help fellow human beings. For the most part, this is 
exactly what has happened; however, some have seized 
on this disaster as a political opportunity to criticize 
opponents and make themselves look good. This has 
been especially true here the United States among 
certain opponents of President Bush who have lashed 
out in the wake of his re-election. In addition, certain 
accusations have been made on the international stage 
as well.
Initially, people around the globe were shocked by 
the size and scope of the disaster and wanted to know 
what they could do to help. However, the tragedy soon 
took on a new angle as the United Nations suggested 
that the richest developed nations, including the United 
States, may have been “stingy” in their initial efforts 
to provide assistance to the people of Southeast Asia. 
I—for one—was shocked at this suggestion knowing 
full well how many billions of dollars the U.S. would 
ultimately spend through government and private 
funding as well as logistical support provided by the 
American military. Soon the story was no longer 
focused on helping the victims of the killer wave, but 
rather on analyzing whether or not we truly were 
“stingy.”
Opponents of the President immediately began to 
hurl accusations of hesitation and inaction in the hours 
following the crisis. Initial U.S. pledges of $ 12 million 
and then $35 million were labeled as cheap. Before 
the U.S. government even knew the extent of the 
damage or what aid was most needed, the 
administration was accused of dragging its feet. Soon 
arguments surfaced suggesting that if we were not 
spending so much money in Iraq, we would be able to 
give more to tsunami relief efforts, demonstrating the 
true motives of those who proposed such an argument. 
Though the U.S. is currently the primary source of aid 
for the tsunami victims, we were accused of not being 
up to the task when news of the disaster first reached 
the rest of the world.
All this controversy did have the positive result of 
creating competition among the wealthiest nations in 
how much they could give to the relief effort, which 
has now moved well into the billions of dollars. 
However, I believe that such generosity would have 
been demonstrated with or without such a debate. 
Humanity has been known to come together in times 
of disaster and crisis and should have been given the 
benefit of the doubt in this instance. The people 
Southeast Asia—whose lives have been destroyed— 
do not care who takes the credit for aiding them or 
consider any effort to help too small. All these people 
care about is having food, fresh water, clothes, shelter, 
and finding their missing loved ones; they do not want 
a list of who gave what. The primary focus of this 
disaster should be helping the victims.
The generosity that has been displayed by the United 
States may help to improve how the world views our 
nation. However, we are not providing relief with the 
hope of simply increasing our international standing, 
but because it is the right thing to do. President Bush 
has pledged hundreds of millions of dollars to the relief effort, an amount that is 
continually increasing. In addition he has assigned former Presidents Clinton 
and George H.W. Bush to organize a campaign of private funding. In addition to 
all of this, hundreds of U.S. military servicemen and women are currently 
delivering supplies to the hardest hit areas with an armada of helicopters and 
amphibious vehicles.
Americans are some of the most generous people in the world, constantly 
donating their time and money to help those in need. Whatever issues people 
may have with President Bush or current U.S. foreign policy, we are doing the 
right thing in the wake of this disaster and we are up to the task. We will not 
hesitate to offer whatever is necessary and will remain committed, even after 
global attention fades.
Commentary
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Back him or not, Bush is back in office
by Leslie Nevola ’06
Commentary Staff
On Jan. 20, 2005, President George 
W. Bush will be inaugurated for his 
second term as the 43rd President of the
United States. This same day, thousands
NATION
of Americans plan to 
line the streets of the 
inaugural parade and 
turn their backs on
the President as his motorcade drives by. 
Still more will go carrying signs and 
shouting slogans. The use of this form 
of protesting is not uncommon at 
inaugurations of late, nor is it by any 
means something new for Washington 
D.C. as a city. But despite its “history,” 
the logic of protesting the President’s 
inauguration continues to completely 
elude this writer.
There is certainly no doubt that these 
people are organized. Coming from 
groups with catchy titles, such as 
A.N.S.W.E.R. (Act Now to Stop War and 
End Racism) - an ambiguous name, but
an obvious purpose if one goes to their 
website (http ://intemationalanswer.org) 
—and Turn Your Back on Bush (http:// 
www.turnyourbackonbush.org), 
thousands of people can log on and get 
maps of the parade routes, meet fellow 
protesters, talk politics, buy anti-Bush 
paraphernalia, and even find housing in 
the D.C. area for the event. Judging by 
the posts I have read on the message 
boards of these sites, the people involved 
are passionate about and focused on their 
intentions.
The problem is that it makes very 
little sense. What do these people plan 
to accomplish by their actions on Jan. 
20, besides reminding America that our 
country is so divided it could be split 
right down the middle like a walnut and 
the two separate entities would function 
happily on their own?
Part of the purpose of the 
inauguration and the inaugural address 
especially, is to attempt to bring the 
country together in some semblance of 
a unified whole. This year, the
President’s task is more difficult than it 
has probably ever been before for a 
President, barring President Lincoln’s 
situation in the 1860’s and we all know 
how that turned out.
I am just as supportive of free speech 
as the next guy, but it is up to the 
individual to discern whether something 
is worth doing or not, and this protest — 
however organized and grand in scale— 
serves no purpose to further anyone’s 
cause, least of all that of the protesters 
themselves. Will their protesting change 
policy? End the war? Cause the 
installation of a national health care 
plan? Stop the second inauguration of 
George W. Bush as President? Of course 
not.
These people are deluding 
themselves, and wasting their energy and 
money (pleas for donations are featured 
in prominent spots on the protest-related 
web sites listed above, not to mention 
the cost of going to D.C. and 
participating in the protest itself) on a 
cause that will do absolutely nothing for
them except perhaps provide an outlet 
to vent their prolonged frustration over 
the Kerry loss last November.
What the people who participate in 
these protests are doing is proving that 
the country is unwilling to come together 
when it is most in need of unity, and that 
the down-the-middle split is indeed a 
crippling one. No matter how much the 
coastlines of the country dislike Bush, 
he is the President. Nothing can change 
that. They should put their money and 
energy into lobbying for policy change 
and making differences in their 
communities, in their states, and 
wherever they can actually have an 
effect.
They cannot depose the President. 
And they are not the only ones who 
reside here in America. They have to 
share the territory with members of the 
other side of the political spectrum, too. 
It may be a compromise, but it is a 
necessary one. And it is certainly not 
something they can change with a defiant 
turn on the heel.
The jury is out: Liar, liar, pants on fire
by Chris Ackley ’06
Asst. Commentary Editor
Turning 18 years old is not all pom 
and cigarettes. It is an age that thrusts 
responsibility and contradiction on 
young people who usually try their best 
to pretend they are 
IMMORALITY rp °n,S ‘ 1 e ’ 
Although legally an 
adult and trusted to 
serve in the Armed Forces—handling 
dangerous weapons, and possibly killing 
people with those weapons, still, it is 
illegal for you to run a crystal meth lab 
out of your basement. Go figure. The 
latest reminder of my rapidly vanishing 
childhood came when I was called for 
jury duty. However, it was not merely 
my random selection from a gigantic 
pool of equally unenthusiastic citizens 
that scared me; it was the delicate 
circumstances, not forcing, but rather 
convincing me that lying and 
consequently shirking my juror 
responsibilities was ultimately a “good” 
decision.
When I first received my juror 
notification, I did what any good college 
student would. I procrastinated. 
Expending my one chance to reschedule 
seemed like a great idea. Back in 
September, I figured that by Jan. 4 we 
would already be living in a military 
police state where the right to a trial by 
jury of your peers would have gone the 
way of New Coke and Snap Bracelets. 
Strangely enough, here we are with 
many civil liberties still in tact.
Now that my court appearance was 
set in stone, I had a whole new problem. 
My winter job surveying gas pipelines 
in the basements of greater Providence 
required me to be at work every day. For 
a small sub-contracting company 
running with a skeleton crew, it is 
imperative that everyone be at work. 
When I told my boss that jury duty would 
conflict with working for a day, he said 
that was not an option, I would have to 
call in sick. Skipping jury duty is 
punishable by fine up to $2000, and 
because of this hefty sum, I am sure that 
there is ample protection for workers in 
the jury duty program. However, it is 
tough to play hardball when your boss 
is your father. I knew there had to be 
some drawbacks to nepotism.
This sticky situation prompted me to 
reflect upon some of the momentous lies 
I have told over the years and the varied 
impacts they have made on my collective 
consciousness, and figured that when 
used correctly, lying is not an absolute 
evil. Although truth is always the 
preferred route, often it is an 
inconvenience.
I was told by an English teacher that 
anytime you see an advertisement for ice 
cream, especially a still shot, you are 
actually looking at potatoes. The intense 
lighting used during photo shoots would 
melt the ice cream, therefore dyed and 
sculpted spuds are used as replacements. 
This is a falsification, a lie if you will, 
but who is the victim?
The first lie I can remember ranks as 
one of the two worst things I have ever
done. As a maturing toddler, I can 
remember placing the blame for a huge 
mess of puzzle pieces and board games, 
that I had made, on my handicapped 
older sister. She was reprimanded, 
unable to defend herself, while I watched 
quietly from a safe distance. Even at 
three years old, I knew I had done a very 
bad thing.
Probably the worst thing I have ever 
done was the only punch I have ever 
thrown in my life. On the way to school 
in the third grade I threw a quick hay­
maker at my neighbor, giving him a fat 
lip, for calling my mother a drunk. I 
know this doesn’t seem too bad, but he 
too was handicapped. In my defense: 
my mother is still nursing the same wine 
cooler she opened at a high school grad 
party, and I think that abuse against 
disabled people was just something I 
needed to work out of my system. 
Honestly, I am much better now.
From the ages of eight to 17 I was 
relatively good and can not remember 
any significant lies. Then, in my senior 
year I had my parents call me in sick, 
excusing me from class absences, so I 
could take my driving test. Somehow 
this made its way back to the school and
because I was not really sick, but instead 
failing my driving test by rear-ending a 
parked motor home, I was practically 
branded with a scarlet D for dishonesty. 
In my eyes this was less lie and more 
innovation, like a sculpted potato sundae. 
My only regret was getting caught.
Although I was punished for my part 
in the dishonest act, I was in no way 
reformed. Ultimately, working for the 
day and snubbing the East Brookfield 
court district seemed like the utilitarian 
choice, helping those who needed it 
most. My wallet stands as the only 
potential victim, and if the beauracratic 
system has taught me nothing else, 
which it has not, it is that many things 
are lost in the shuffle. Also, I took some 
consolation risking my nearly spotless 
record to help my father work his way 
out of mountainous debt by outsourcing 
lazy union workers.
To paraphrase Tim Burton’s film Big 
Fish all stories start out as either true or 
beautiful, then we try our best to make 
the true ones beautiful and the beautiful 
ones true. I am not sure if I agree. A 
great man named Mack told me “There 
are two sides to every story and two sides 
to every fish.” Beautiful, and true.
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A Knockout
Producer, director, and star Clint Eastwood’s
latest, the brilliant Million Dollar Baby, is the
Hollywood legend’s best film to date
by Pat Egan ’05 
Asst. A&E Editor
For some people, the name Clint 
Eastwood is synonymous only with old 
westerns and the Dirty Harry films. 
They dismiss Eastwood as a cliche, as 
an older action film 
MOVIE star with no deeper
REVIEW  sensibilities. Such
assumptions, 
however, could not be farther from the 
truth. Last year, Eastwood directed the 
acclaimed Mystic River, a powerful film 
that would garner stars Sean Penn and 
Tim Robbins Academy Awards (it should 
have won the Best Picture Oscar as well). 
River was a thoughtful, character-driven 
piece that showed what an accomplished 
filmmaker Eastwood really is. After 
seeing it, I thought that Eastwood had 
hit his creative peak. He’s proved me 
wrong. Million Dollar Baby, in which 
the Hollywood icon stars in and directs, 
is his best yet. It’s a quiet, deliberately 
paced film, and easily the most moving 
one you will see all year.
Eastwood is Frankie Dunn, a 
hardened former boxer turned trainer. 
Into his gym one day comes Maggie 
Fitzgerald (Hilary Swank), a woman 
with nothing else in life other than her 
dream of becoming a professional boxer. 
At first, Frankie refuses to take her under 
his wing, seeing as he does not believe 
in training women. He soon does, 
however, and the two form a strong bond 
as Frankie teaches Maggie the ways of 
the boxing world.
Sounds like a Lifetime movie, I know. 
It sounds tired, boring, and cliched. The 
beauty part is, though, it’s none of the 
above. Million Dollar Baby hits you 
with an unexpected left hook, one that 
must be left unsaid if the film is to have 
the kind of impact Eastwood obviously
WARNER BROS.
Clint’s feeling lucky, punks: Eastwood’s (left) newest film, costarring Hilary 
Swank (center) and Morgan Freeman (right) is his best yet. Keep an eye 
on Million Dollar Baby come Oscar time.
wants it to have. Suffice to say, Million 
Dollar Baby is a film less about boxing 
and more about love, hope, and 
relationships. Its characters are complex 
and flawed, and its story is anything but 
trivial. I simply cannot emphasize to you 
enough how heartfelt and moving this 
film is.
Eastwood does the finest acting of his 
career as Frankie. To some degree, he’s 
played this type of role before. Frankie 
is a lonely man, a man with a tough 
exterior hiding a heart of gold. This time 
around, though, Eastwood’s character is 
far less stoic and much more emotionally 
vulnerable. Frankie’s relationship with 
Maggie is a beautiful one, and the quiet 
scenes between Eastwood and Swank are 
some of the best Million Dollar Baby has 
to offer.
And speaking of Swank, her 
performance as Maggie has already won 
her a Golden Globe and may result in a 
second Best Actress Oscar (she’s already 
won for her work in 1999’s Boy’s Don’t 
Cry). Swank looks like a fighter (she 
bulked up considerably for this role), and 
even more importantly, she really gets 
you to believe in Maggie’s dreams. 
Maggie, the underdog all of her life, is 
charming and sincere, and it’s impossible 
not to stand in her corner.
Rounding out the cast is Morgan 
Freeman, one of the greatest actors of 
his generation. Freeman is Eddie 
“Scrap” Dupris, another former fighter 
and now trainer alongside Frankie. 
Freeman does nothing that we haven’t 
already seen him do in this kind of role, 
but his performance is nonetheless an 
engaging one. And the scenes between 
him and Eastwod (they also costarred in 
Eastwood’s 1992 Oscar-winner 
Unforgiven), two very talented, seasoned 
actors, are a pleasure to watch.
Behind the camera, Eastwood keeps 
things simple, as he always does. No 
fancy camera work or special effects. 
Instead, Eastwood relies on the power 
of his story and the emotions of his 
characters to deliver his powerful film. 
Such a style may seem simplistic, but I 
assure you, it’s effective (Eastwood 
received a Golden Globe for Best 
Director for his work on Million Dollar 
Baby). And as if starring in and directing 
the film weren’t enough, Eastwood also 
composed the score, which, like his 
directorial style, is simple, yet beautiful.
I wish that I could say more about 
this film, but it’s one that you really have 
to get out and see. It turns out to be not 
at all what you would expect, but that’s 
pretty much the story with Clint 
Eastwood. You wouldn’t expect him to 
be the most thoughtful of American 
filmmakers, but, in my opinion, he is. 
Million Dollar Baby is, in a word, 
brilliant. I can’t see how Eastwood will 
top it, but I’m sure he’ll figure out 
something.
GRADE: A+
Quaid and Grace make great company
In Good Company, the latest Dennis Quaid vehicle, is a “feel good” film 
that balances heart with some of the harsher realities of being an adult
by Deanna Cioppa ’07
A&E Staff
Hardened journalist/moviegoer/ 
assassin for hire that I am, I don’t 
normally take the bait when the “feel 
good movie of the year” hits theaters, at 
least not without a 
MOVIE              | smirk and a sus-
REVIEW    picious squint at the 
box-office ticket 
seller. If I have to brush my teeth after a 
movie, it better be because I ate an entire 
box of Raisinetes. (Insert accusatory 
glare at Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya 
Sisterhood here.) I need something more 
tangible than a “cute movie” to lift my 
soul from the twisted and nearly 
bottomless depths of my despair, 
something more real, something like pie. 
Well, ladies and gentlemen, Paul Weitz’s 
new film, In Good Company, nearly 
accomplished the impossible in melting 
the icy-cold wall around my stony heart. 
It was almost as good as pie; it was 
served warm with home cooked 
sweetness, but cut with the occasional 
scoop of shockingly cold ice cream, all 
encased in a crust about as thin as this 
metaphor I’m trying to extend. For the 
lay person, it succeeded because, while 
a sweet movie, it was also honest and 
portrayed functionality in a way not 
needed to be treated with insulin.
The story centers on two corporate 
businessmen. Dan Foreman (played by 
Dennis Quaid) is a 51 -year old director 
of ad sales at a large corporation. Carter 
Duryea (played by Topher Grace) is the 
young hotshot half his age who replaces 
Foreman and becomes his boss when 
Foreman’s company is bought by a larger 
one. While family man Foreman is 
trying to cope with his demotion, the
universal
I can’t believe the guy from That ’70s Show is my boss: Topher Grace (left) 
and Dennis Quaid (right) star in the latest from the director of About A Boy.
bottom line policies of his new boss, and 
the news of a baby on the way, Duryea 
and Foreman’s daughter, Alex (played 
by Scarlett Johansson) begin a secret 
affair. The functional world Dan has 
lived in begins to unravel before his eyes 
and he is no longer in a position to do 
anything about it.
Quaid plays his part with class and 
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Damien Rice
Vector
The Bride Stripped Bare 
By Nikki Gemmell
by Kate Treadway'06 
World Editor
The Thomas Crown Affair 
Directed by John McTiernan
Originally published anony­
mously, Nikki Gemmell has now 
attached her name to this striking 
and honest portrayal of love, 
marriage, and sexuality. The 
basic question behind this 
powerful and moving novel is: 
can you ever really know another 
person? Re-cently married, the 
narrator is forced to confront both 
hers and her husband's infidelity, 
the meaning of motherhood, and 
the harsh reality of her 
friendships. Overall, this novel is 
an excellent portrayal of 
complicated female desire and 
the boundaries of intimacy.
Catherine Banning is sent to track 
down a priceless piece of art 
stolen by none other than the 
billionaire Thomas Crown. Rene 
Russo and Pierce Brosnan ooze 
sensuality as their playful 
intellectual banter and skillful 
maneuvering force them to realize 
that they are a match made in 
heaven. Sexy and smart, this 
sophisticated adventure is perfect 
for those who appreciate cunning 
games of cat and mouse and an 
answer to “how do you get the 
man who has everything?"
An interesting polyphonic force 
drives this album. The sad and 
haunting mix of songs is sure to 
stay with you long after you’re 
done listening. Rice’s simple, 
poetic lines converge into what 
can only be described as 
harmonious chaos. The first half 
of the album boasts the best 
songs on the CD including, 
“Delicate,” “Volcano," and 
“Cannonball”—all personal 
favorites of mine.
Urban Elements
Hip-hop dominates in 2004
Once considered just a 
passing fad, hip-hop has taken over the 
radio waves and the world of pop culture
by Mike Holland ’06
A&E Staff
2004 was a year of change in the 
world of hip hop, with many different 
artists augmenting hip hop culture in 
many different directions. While some 
have drifted from what true hip-hop is 
meant to be, others have given rise to 
optimism for hip-hop’s future. All said 
and done, 2004 reinforced that hip-hop 
culture is taking over the masses, so be 
on your shell-toes.
Unlike the early 1990s, 2004 proved 
that you don’t really have to be gangsta 
at all to gain success in the rap world. 
I’m talking about Kanye West, who came 
from behind the scenes as a producer in 
the late 1990s and early in 2000s to 
becoming a face recognizable to all in 
2004. Kanye appealed to those looking 
for something with more substance and 
awareness than the usual mass of radio- 
ff iendly/club hits that I like to call “bling- 
blingism.” People heard something new 
and different on the radio and fell in love 
with it. Even worse, he did it in a pink 
polo with the collar popped and prepped 
out golf sweaters. No need for platinum 
teeth, tall tees, and flat brims anymore. 
My only problem here is that there have 
been artists like this ever since hip-hop 
started. Kanye’s not the first to go in 
the direction he has, but I’ll swallow the 
hater in me and let him have his glory. 
Not only did Kanye take over the masses 
with his solo album, but he also worked 
with many diverse artists. In 2004, 
Kanye’s name and face were on 
everything. His future could be 
promising if he moved away from 
working with the likes of Jamie Foxx and 
closer to Common, Mos Def and Talib 
Kweli.
Equally, if not more far-reaching than 
Kanye, was Usher. In 2004, Usher took 
over the radio. He was hands down the 
R&B/Pop all-star of the year. He 
solidified a tight connection with 
Ludacris and Lil’John that put Atlanta 
on the map. He received unimaginable 
success in 2004, but if I never hear 
“Yeah!” again it would be fantastic.
When Dr. Dre started Aftermath 
Records, he probably would not have 
imagined that it would lead to the 
discovery of the newest hip-hop giant, 
Eminem. When Eminem started Shady 
Records, a division of Dre’s Aftermath, 
he probably did not predict the success 
that would result in signing 50 Cent. And 
even 50 Cent would probably not have 
been able to fathom the widespread 
appeal of G-Unit. The point is Dr. Dre 
is a musical genius who has surrounded 
himself with people who understand the 
industry and have the power to take over 
the ears of the masses, peaking this past 
year in 2004 with new G-Unit, DI2, and 
Eminem albums selling multi-millions. 
Not always gangsta, and very rarely soft, 
the crew at Aftermath has something for 
everyone. Apparently when you 
combine the clever lyricism of Eminem, 
the street flavor of G-Unit and the 
addictive beats produced by Dre, people 
listen.
As in any year, there have to be sell­
outs, none of which could be worse than 
the Black Eyed Peas. The first two 
albums the Peas put out were up there 
with my favorites with an organic style, 
and deeply-rooted pastor skills that 
meshed with the likes of A Tribe Called 
Quest. They used to rap about how 
shallow it was to do commercials, and
ROCAFELLA
College dropouts made it big in 
2004: Kanye West, Eminem, and 
Usher (clockwise from top) were 
among the big names that made 
last year one the biggest yet for 
the world of hip-hop. Once given 
only minimal respect, hip-hop has 
grown to rule not only the 
Billboard charts, but also the 
entire world of pop culture. No 
matter where you look these days, 
whether it be radio, television, or 
elsewhere, you’re sure to find 
some hip-hop influence. And as if 
all that weren’t enough, hip-hop 
has also received some strong 
critical acclaim as well.
the next thing you know they’re 
endorsing Dr. Pepper with a half-naked 
white girl. That’s no good.
Total respect must be given to the 
artists and groups who’ve overcome the 
trials of longevity to continue to make 
legitimate music up into 2004. I’m 
talking about De La Soul, whose The 
Grind Date might be my favorite of the 
year. All praise due to the Roots, too, 
who came out with another tight album 
in 2004. Rumor has it another’s on the 
way in August of 2005, so be ready for 
even more.
Hip-hop is not just about music, it is 
a culture, and 2004 showed that. Hip­
hop has touched so many media outlets, 
with television shows like Pimp My Ride
STUDENT SPEAKER COMPETITION
The Providence College Office of Admission is seeking out 
individuals interested in being our Student Speaker for our 
Class of 2009 FAMILY DAY Event held on 
Saturda^iAgril<16J>2005!
Applications available in the Office of Admission starting 
Wednesday, December 8, 2004
Applications and submission of draft of speech due on 
Wednesday, January 26, 2005.
Auditions will be held on 
Thursday, February 3, 2005.
More Details available upon request. Please call Jen Hastings 
at x.2680 or Rachael Kiesling at x.2683.
LA FACE
and MTV Cribs, and facilitated such 
widespread popularity in sports, fashion, 
dance and art that it has completely 
transcended music. Not just for 
professional athletes anymore, shoe 
contracts have been made with rappers, 
and just imagine, without hip-hop 
Timberlands would be construction 
boots. No longer just an urban niche, 
even suburban college kids are looking 
for throw-backs and barber shops where 
they can get faded up. It’s crazy to think 
about, but I’m very thankful, for a culture 
that has received so much criticism in 
the past to be at the forefront in 2005. 
So many doubters thought it would fall 
off, but it looks like it’s not going away 
anytime soon.
picks of 
the week
MOVIE
MUSIC
BOOK
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Olives
108 North Main Street 
Providence, RI 
(401) 751-1200
The word is spreading around 
Providence that Olives is the interesting 
place to be. People are excited by the 
prospect of being able to order great food 
at decent prices and one amazing menu 
consisting of page after page of martinis 
and other drinks. During the day, Olives 
is simply a cool restaurant; it’s small and 
there are only a few tables and booths, 
but its size allows for a more intimate 
dining experience. Providing that it’s not 
completely full, I think it’s a good size. 
However, at night, this quaint corner 
turns into a nightclub and is packed. The 
ambiance really changes but the 
nighttime craziness doesn’t take away 
from Olives’ relaxed air. It’s a self­
proclaimed restaurant, martini bar, and 
nightclub and, if for nothing else, is 
worth checking out for its sophisticated 
city atmosphere.
Atmosphere: The reason to go to Olives. 
Although the food (and certainly the 
drinks) are very good, it is the old world 
wood floors and mahogany bar that run 
the length of the room that make it seem 
like an escape. The dim lighting and dark 
wood make Olives a place to sit back 
and relax. When the weather gets
warmer, the French doors that run along 
the front of the building open up to North 
Main Street to create an outdoor dining 
experience and allow a warm breeze to 
run through the bar. The classy, big city 
feel of the bar just makes you want to 
dress up and sip something that has been 
shaken, not stirred.
Selection: On Wednesday nights, Olives 
has a dinner special called “Dinner 
Duets,” which allows two people to 
share two appetizers, two martinis, two 
desserts, and one entree for a little over 
30 dollars. That is not bad. Also on 
Wednesday nights, the live band “In the 
Groove” plays rock hits—and 
thankfully, they take requests. On a 
normal night, Olives menu features 
American cuisine with items such as 
specialty sandwiches, pizza, pasta and 
seafood dishes like shrimp and artichoke 
primavera. For the more discernible 
palate, filet mignon, pork, and duck are 
also served. And let’s not forget, the 
drink selection is very impressive. A full 
page of martinis is given to you with your 
food menu and their names alone are 
enough to give you a buzz. Honestly, the 
martini menu is large.
Quality: The food is very good, although 
even when a restaurant has great food it 
can be overlooked because there are 
many great places to eat in Providence. 
That being said, I would recommend 
going to Olives for the nightlife, the live 
music, and the drinks before going only 
to eat. The few tables at Olives do not 
allow for that many people to eat there 
at one time, so going at peak hours might 
result in having to wait for quite some 
time.
Service: The waitstaff was quick and 
friendly, but like other bar/restaurants, 
there appeared to be only one waitress. 
Had it been more crowded, service could 
be have slower.
Affordability: On a normal night. 
Olives is a little pricey, with the pasta 
and seafood dishes running between 12 
and 20 dollars. However, the 
aforementioned Wednesday night 
special is very reasonable.
Overall: The sophistocation and 
metropolitan feel of Olives make it a 
unique experience and a little better than 
the normal night out. It’s perfect for a 
late dinner and drinks. And the live 
music really does outdo the D.J. at Club 
Eagles on any night.
GRADE: A-
Mediocre musicals and average actors
Theater productions were not all that strong in 2004, with many 
productions shooting for the stars, but coming up far too short in the end
2004
YEAR IN 
REVIEW
by Anna Kukowski ’06 
A&E Staff
Yet another year has passed in this 
quaint city of Providence. Among its 
many theaters, tap dancing Nazis 
shuffled in and out, Chekov made his 
temporary stay at 
Blackfriars, witches 
- floated on by, and 
actors crooned Sam
Shepard and Tom Waller’s most famous 
verses. As always, there was the good, 
the bad, and the ugly. This year, 
however, most productions didn’t get too 
far past that sticky “in between” stage— 
they maintained a dismal normalness.
The material chosen by this past year 
has been challenging in comparison to 
other seasons—impressive by its very 
nature. Anton Chekov’s Seagull is both 
difficult and ambitious. Years of 
planning showed through when the 
Festival Ballet world premiered its own 
Widow’s Broom. Sam Shepherd’s 
twisted but intriguing logic was not an 
easy project for the Providence Black 
Repertory Company.
Challenges noted, productions were 
neither show-stopping nor breathtaking. 
Despite its widely claimed praise, 
Mamma Mia had its inherent difficulties 
in script and song last spring. This fall, 
Trinity Repertory Theater’s Ain’t 
Misbehavin ’ was an odd mix of fine and 
faulty material. While bawdy, bold 
Barbara D. Mills and sultry Joe Wilson 
Jr. clearly stole the show and won over 
the heart of the audience, the rest of the 
cast did not fare as well. At PPAC, The 
Producers delighted audiences with its 
friendly song and dance routines and its 
daring humor, but didn’t end with 
impressive finishing notes.
In the dance world, the new and 
original Widow’s Broom graced the stage 
of the Festival Ballet. It also teetered 
along a fine line—this time between 
creative and sloppy. The family-friendly 
ballet delighted the imaginative mind, 
but ignored basic technical must-haves 
of any ballet.
Seagull, put on by Providence 
College’s own Blackfriars theater, was 
yet another challenging addition to 
theater this past semester. The 
Blackfriars chose some of the most 
challenging, timeless of plays with 
Chekov. What was produced was insight 
into a great work—but also just mediocre 
in the long run.
The many “so-so” productions aside, 
there were also some clear bests and 
worsts of 2004. The worst? The third 
play in the Women’s International 
Playwrighting Festival rang in many 
points with its Gone with the Window, 
dragging down the other two 
phenomenal creative works in the 
collaboration. Its trite colloquialisms 
and sketchy characterizations didn’t 
garner too much praise. Also 
disappointing was the most recent 
Trinity Rep rendition of The Christmas 
Carol. Its discombobulated nature was 
neither innovative nor impressive.
Once again, the best of 2004 begins 
with the Sandra Feinstein Gamm 
Theater. Henrik Ibsen’s Enemy of the 
People ran successfully right though its 
extended run at the Gamm, making a 
poignant modem day splash. Its well- 
acted script, well-directed cast, and 
meaningful message resonated 
throughout—and proved to be the best. 
We can’t forget Lady Day at the Emerson 
Bar and Grill at the Black Rep, or 
Trinity’s hilarious insight into the Merry 
Wives of Windsor.
And there’s certainly a lot to look 
forward to. PPAC is giving a home to 
Jerry Seinfeld and Contact in January.
A new theater season is coming... get excited!: The crew from Ain’t 
Misbehavin ’ didn’t quite live up to expectations during its run at Trinity 
Rep. Such was the case with most productions in 2004. Here’s hoping 
2005 behaves a little better.
In February, look forward to Fiddler on 
the Roof. March will feature Thoroughly 
Modem Millie, while in April Chicago, 
Crazy for You, and Peter Pan will take 
the stage. Finally, both Movin ’ Out and 
STOMP will be at PPAC in May. Trinity 
Rep is producing Topdog/Underdog, 
Moliere Impromtu, and the new Charles 
Strauss musical You Never Know.
The Providence Black Repertory 
Company welcomes the dramatic 
comedy Jar the Floor until March 6. 
Also, The Gamm welcomes Red Noses 
until Feb. 27, which is a dark comedy 
about the plague. It will be followed by 
Oleanna by David Mamet and The Beard 
of Avon by Amy Freed.
So, apart from a few standouts, most 
shows this year unfortunately did not 
reach past mediocre. The choice of 
productions proved to be impressively 
challenging, but the final results were 
ultimately under the mark.
However, there are also a few on cam­
pus productions to look forward to this 
semester. The PC Dance Company will 
perform various works of professional 
choreography in its Spring Dance 
Concert, which will be held on Feb. 19 
and 20. These shows will be followed 
by the always anticipated Blackfriars 
spring musical, Brigadoon, which runs 
from April 15-17 and 22-24. These, as 
well as various student projects, will be 
located in the newly contstructed and 
beautiful Smith Center for the Arts on 
lower campus.
Taste of the Town
              with Stephanie A. Smith '06 
 A&E Editor
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Music in 2005 is Screwed
2004 was a big year for music, but 2005 looks to be 
just as crazy with Paris, Britney, and countless 
others sure to make some headlines in the coming year
2004
Year in 
Review
by Matt Hess ’05 
A&E Staff
2004 has come and gone, and another 
365 days of assorted madness have 
passed us by like a fleeting dream, 
leaving only brief and fractured images 
of a heavily pol­
arized election, 
Bono-themed iMac 
commercials, and
Lindsay Lohan’s fascinating chest. Ah 
yes, it was a strange and beautiful year 
indeed. How else could you describe a 
year in which the best album was a punk 
rock opera, and the best soundtrack was 
an actor’s personal mixtape?
It seems that 2004 had all the makings 
of a typical year from a pop music 
perspective. You have the requisite 
breakout albums: Kanye West blurred 
the line between gangsta and geek with 
his phenomenal debut disc The College 
Dropout, while the swinging disco rock 
of Franz Ferdinand gave rhythmless 
white dudes across the nation something 
to gyrate to. Prince and U2 also returned 
to form this year, releasing highly 
anticipated albums that met with critical 
praise and commercial profit. Oh, and 
Michael Jackson was indicted a few 
more times.
And so, as we consign the memories 
from 2004 to posterity, it’s time to look 
ahead to 2005—this being my senior 
year and all, it is with a little reluctance 
that I say this. While I may not be all 
that great at predicting the future (you’re 
talking to the kid who thought brilliant 
ideas like Vanilla Coke and the Pontiac 
Aztec would be earth-shattering), I’ve 
got a few insights for what might go 
down in 2005.
My cable bill has yet to be paid, so 
any TV viewing at my house is pretty 
much restricted to Cox Sports and Fox. 
Since it’s been pretty painful to watch 
the Friars on the former, I’m usually 
stuck sitting through the onslaught of 
American Idol ads that have been 
saturating the Fox airwaves lately. First 
off, I can’t stand American Idol. I know 
that soccer moms and prepubescent girls 
across the country are helplessly drawn 
to it like some giant, singing, dancing, 
Paula Abdul-themed bug zapper (I’m 
actually picturing this right now), but I 
really don’t see much sense in shoving 
another lackluster artist down our 
collective throats.
Boys just want to Bono Paris'. 
(clockwise from top) U2, Britney 
Spears, and Paris Hilton are 
among the big names in the 
music industry likely to make 
headlines in 2005. Paris has her 
debut record hitting stores in 
February, while the boys from 
U2 continue to ride the success of 
their latest album. Not to be 
outdone, though, look for Miss 
Spears to have some more 
bizarre stories of her own as she 
and hubby Kevin Federline look 
to start a family.
Nevertheless, the commercial 
atrocity that American Idol has become 
will no doubt continue to snowball in 
popularity in 2005. I’ll save you a little 
suspense about the outcome, though. I’m 
personally convinced that each year a 
different demographic of the American 
population gets to become the “Idol.” So 
don’t expect a winner that resembles 
Kelly Clarkson, or Ruben “I Make a 
Harley Davidson Look like a Scooter” 
Studdard, or...that other baby-mama 
chick.. .Fantasia? Definitely had to look 
that one up.
While we won’t know for certainty 
who the American Idol winner will be 
for at least a few more months
(thankfully), there are some in­
evitabilities that are bound to mark the 
twisted landscape of 2005. First, Britney 
Spears is due for another personal 
calamity. I’m talking a total meltdown— 
something on par with ODB’s final few 
years.
Here’s the scenario I’m thinking of: 
First, Britney and her slacker hubby 
Kevin Federline (the luckiest bastard of 
all time, and a hero for “Random Dudes” 
everywhere) elope to some barren
PEOPLE
western desert for a month-long bender 
filled with Sambuca, peyote, and general 
debauchery that will include eyebrow 
shaving, the Llama from “Napoleon 
Dynamite,” and a light saber (plastic 
preferably, for safety purposes).
In terms of more bad press, you can 
assume that 2005 will greet Michael 
Jackson with a few more child 
molestation/kiddie pom/baby-dangling 
charges, or whatever it is that he’s into 
these days (I honestly can’t keep track). 
Other pop music icons that are due for 
another asinine stunt or two include 
James Brown, Courtney Love, and 
perhaps in a surprise comeback, Keith 
Richards.
On a more positive note, the recent 
tsunami tragedy that has ravaged Asia is 
spawning a few benefit concerts, 
including the aptly titled, “Wave Aid.” 
Another fundraising project for tsunami 
victims is an all-star recording of the Eric 
Clapton standard “Tears in Heaven”— 
let’s all hope that Nelly and Fred Durst 
stay way the hell away from this one.
Some trends from 2004 that you can 
expect to see continue into this year 
include the awkward onstage moments
PEOPLE
that received a great deal of publicity 
(just ask the careers of Janet Jackson and 
Ashlee Simpson, if you can still find 
them). Speaking of Ashlee, be on the 
lookout for more sibling celebs popping 
up in the mainstream (Jamie-Lynn 
Spears, you have one twisted act to 
follow). Also expect the music industry 
to take further steps towards the e- 
commerce world in 2005, putting less 
emphasis on CD sales and more time into 
developing ways to buy downloadable 
music.
While this year certainly has a lot 
of potential in terms of assorted madness, 
there are a few big events set to occur 
over the dawning months of 2005. First, 
the five-show reunion concert that the 
Black Crowes are staging in New York 
City, and of course.. .Paris Hilton’s debut 
album, Screwed. Just imagine the 
possibilities! I’m willing to bet there will 
be more unintentional comedy in the first 
three tracks than an entire episode of The 
Surreal Life. Remember last year when 
Macho Man released that ridiculous rap 
album? This will be even better—it has 
to be.
But then again, only time will tell...
Quitters Are Winners Aqua -Fitness: v/ to use water resistance to strengthen
You have thought about quitting and have tried to quit in the past.
and tone.
Now come learn in 4, 1 hr. FREE sessions the answers to why it is so 
difficult and how to overcome the obstacles to be successful and quit
Where: Pool Peterson Recreation Center
for good! We dive into long term strategies for maintaining a smoke 
free lifestyle. We will deal specifically with stress, weight control 
issues, and saying, “No” to cigarettes in social situations.
When: Monday, Wednesday and Fridays
11:15-12:00
• You will save money - $5.00 perpack= $1850.00 per yr. Classes begin Jan. 19, 2004
• save time -outside breaks
• Smell better- tobacco odor ranks with BO and halitosis.
• Most of all... extend your Life!
Using deep water to develop muscle 
strength and aerobic endurance.
Belts and instruction provided.
Sessions will be in the Student Health Center 
Thursdays 5-6pm January 13, 20, 27, 2004 Suit up & show up!
For more info 1817
For registration and information call Katie Gates 865-1817. Space is limited!
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The State of Rock Music
With the State of the Union address approaching, 
we now take this time to first inform our 
fellow Americans about the state of rock and roll
2004
Year in 
Review
by Brian Wall ’05
A&E Staff
Mr. Speaker, Mr. Vice President, 
members of the recording industry, 
distinguished guests, and my fellow fans 
of rock and roll, I have the distinct 
privilege of report­
ing to you on the 
state of our union. I 
come before you 
tonight to set forth our responsibilities 
to form a more perfect union.
Ladies and gentlemen, the state of our 
union is strong, but we must not rest on 
our laurels. We have much work in front 
of us to continue improving the state of 
our beloved music.
For the first time in recent memory 
we have seen bipartisanship between 
music that is commercially successful 
and music that earns critical acclaim. 
Most notably, substantial rock and roll 
music has returned to mainstream 
popular radio on two separate occasions. 
Washington’s Modest Mouse and 
Glasgow’s Franz Ferdinand found 
crossover success with their singles 
“Float On” and “Take Me Out.” These 
two bands are significantly different; 
Modest Mouse struggled in the 
American underground for nearly 10 
years while Franz Ferdinand’s members 
are fresh out of art school. However, 
these bands rode their energetic singles 
to increased commercial success without 
sacrificing critical merit.
While I am certainly proud of the 
success these newcomers bring to our 
great music, I must also praise numerous 
bands that have emerged from retirement 
to produce relevant music again in 2004. 
Mission of Burma and Camper Van 
Beethoven, both influential alternative 
bands in the 1980s, returned with new 
albums this past year. Furthermore, 
seminal rctckers The Pixies embarked on 
a large-scale reunion tour that has been 
incredibly successful. On behalf of an 
eager nation, I urge the band to enter the 
studio and produce new material.
I would like to give special distinction 
to Brian Wilson, one of our nation’s 
greatest songwriters. In 2004 he finished 
his Smile album nearly 38 years after 
beginning it. I personally applaud 
Wilson for triumphantly dealing with his 
personal demons that stifled his
Rockin’in the U.S.A.: As we enter a new year, the state of our music world is 
strong. Franz Ferdinand and Brian Wilson were among the artists that 
enjoyed success in 2004. With more artists striving toward their creative 
peaks, it looks like 2005 will be another strong year in the music business.
creativity for many years. Mr. Wilson, 
Smile is a statement of supreme beauty 
and musical innovation that was worth 
almost four decades of waiting.
Rarely have we seen so much change 
in such a short time. Technological 
progress opens up new opportunities for 
us on a daily basis. For example, in the 
last year we have seen the rise of the 
MP3 player. As the storage capacity and 
affordability improved, more and more 
of us own players. We now have the 
ability to have thousands of songs 
available to us wherever we are—an 
impossible wish only a few years ago. 
Furthermore, we have seen an increase 
in legal distribution of music over the 
internet through Apple’s iTunes store and 
other online retailers that offer huge 
catalogues of music from both major 
labels and smaller independent labels. 
Also, numerous websites offering legal 
downloads of live material like etree.org 
and sharingthegroove.org utilize the Bit 
Torrent technology that makes 
downloading high quality live 
performances easy.
Tonight I urge the recording industry 
to embrace technology. It is easy for the 
record companies to target file sharing 
programs as enemies but I propose that 
these companies work with those on the 
cutting edge of technology to find out 
how it can improve their business. 
Despite the continued strength of file 
sharing and countless sub-par releases, 
the major record labels still reported that 
record sales increased over 2004. I 
challenge these companies to work to 
utilize technology and improve the 
quality of their product in 2005 to entice 
potential consumers to purchase music.
As important as technological 
advances are, we as consumers as well 
as fans of music have a duty to see that 
record labels look at music as an art form 
rather than a statistic contributing to their 
bottom line. As fans I urge all of you to 
support artists who are making exciting 
and challenging music both by 
purchasing albums and by supporting 
these bands on tour. There is much in 
the music community to bemoan; in the 
past year we have seen an untalented 
singer caught lip-synching, numerous 
derivative bands gain popularity, and the 
continued progression of style over 
substance in popular music. We have 
even seen untalented teen actresses 
record albums with digital voice 
correction and bland, unoriginal songs.
I call on all fans of rock music to fight 
these trends in music. Seek out music 
that you feel is worthwhile and support 
those artists. Buy their albums, go see 
their live shows, and tell your friends 
about their records. Explore the internet 
for new bands through blogs and 
websites like Pitchfork and Pop Matters. 
Conversely, do not support prefabricated 
music that is devoid of talent, emotion, 
or substance. Just because something is 
played on mainstream radio doesn’t 
mean that it is good. Be your own critic 
and evaluate what you listen to.
In closing, I offer two albums that I 
consider to be the best of the past year. 
Funeral, the debut from The Arcade Fire 
is a stunning album brimming with 
emotional lyrics, strong melodies, and 
exciting musical arrangements. The 
band navigates through sweeping 
moments of grandeur and intimate 
moments of emotional vulnerability with 
skill. In addition, New Jersey native Ted 
Leo released his superb Shake the Sheets 
along with his band the Pharmacists. Leo 
writes songs that utilize his gift for 
crafting unique melodies and witty lyrics. 
His songs are personal anthems similar 
to fellow Jersey native Bruce Spring­
steen. Leo is a rare artist who connects 
with his listener powerfully through his 
music. Both of these albums show how 
great rock and roll is right now; they are 
artistic, enjoyable, and utterly beautiful.
Together we can help bring rock 
music to even greater heights than ever 
imagined. Over 40 years after four lads 
from Liverpool landed at JFK Airport 
and redefined music, we continue to see 
how rock and roll is an integral part of 
our lives and the culture of our great 
country. We all are charged with the duty 
to preserve rock music’s great history 
while constantly striving to make it 
better. God bless you, and God bless rock 
and roll.
Company: Even better than Good
continued from page 9
strength, but is smart enough to take a 
break from the over-bearing patriarchal 
role. He progresses, or rather, regresses 
with his character; as Foreman becomes 
a little more unhinged every day, so does 
Quaid. This is not just a series of 
unfortunate events that target one man; 
this is also an exploration of one man’s 
inability to cope with life changes around 
him, like a surprise demotion, his 
daughter moving away to college and the 
aging process. Quaid plays the part 
honestly—with the fear and sullenness 
of a man beginning to realize his age, 
and the ages of his daughters (and the 
ages of the boys around his daughters), 
as well as the tenderness of a father 
seeing his firstborn move away.
I was very impressed with Grace’s 
performance. He captured his 
character’s mix of cockiness and 
absolute cowardice perfectly, while still 
maintaining some vestige of likeability; 
the audience roots for him and Alex even 
though they know the discovery of this 
affair might give Dan a coronary. There 
is an adolescent awkwardness about 
Grace that I have yet to decipher as 
simply innate or an act; his character of 
Eric Forman on That 70s Show displays 
the same lanky unease. Carter is well- 
meaning most of the time, but is too 
ambitious for his own good. It’s not 
avarice; it’s that kid who wants to 
impress the coaches or the teacher. He 
is too willing to follow orders if it moves 
him up the totem pole; hence the bottom­
line policies that grate against the nerves 
and ethical standards of Foreman. Grace 
was a perfect choice for this role. He 
looks a little bit out of place in his own 
skin and that is just what the character 
is; in the elevator he tells Alex that he 
“has absolutely no idea what [he’s] 
doing.”
Scarlett Johansson put on a decent 
show, but then, not much was required 
of her role. A somewhat surly, 
independent NYU student, Alex 
Foreman could have been played by 
most rising starlets. Johansson does 
succeed, however, in not going over the 
top with the character; making her too 
rebellious would have undermined the 
strong connection that is in fact forged 
between Alex and her father.
What made this movie refreshing was 
its honesty. Let’s face it, critical acclaim 
and ticket sales (when they coincide) 
feast on familial dysfunction (i.e. Mystic 
River, American Beauty). In a way, Weitz 
was taking a chance making a film about 
a functional family. He succeeded by not 
mixing up functionality with The Brady 
Bunch. Case in point, when Foreman 
confronts Alex about her dishonesty and 
the pledge they made to always be honest 
with each other, she answers, “We made 
that pledge when I was, like, five.” 
Foreman responds, “I think I liked you 
better back then.” Ouch. Functional? 
Yes. Never-ending syrup fest? 
Definitely not. Towards the end, the film 
does begin to drift a little too close to an 
easy resolution for my taste, though it is 
not entirely predictable, thank God. 
Kudos to Weitz and his cast for finally 
giving jaded, caustic ice queens like me 
something to believe in. Pass the pie.
GRADE: A-
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Girls only 
want guys 
with skills: 
nunchuck 
skills, cross 
bow skills, 
reporting 
skills...
Show your skills. Join The Cowl.
The Cowl 
is hiring. 
Pick up an 
application 
in Slavin 
G05.
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Overcoming obstacles Portfolio-style
A first foray into the wild blue yonder
by Jennifer McCafferty ’07 
Portfolio Staff
A dense fog has immersed 
the landscape outside my tiny 
window. It is like the 
atmosphere is taking over the 
Earth, heavily 
SHORT sinking downward 
STORY until all I can see 
of the figures 
busily moving about outside are 
lights, legs, and an occasional 
torso. And the only thought 
running through my head is, 
“How in God's name is the pilot 
going to see?”
The man next to me clears 
his throat gruffly and adjusts his 
newspaper. I glance sideways, 
completely unnoticed by him. I 
wonder how he can be so calm. 
Secretly, I envy him; we have 
not even taken off yet, and he 
has already found a means of 
distracting himself from the trip. 
I wonder if he has ever flown 
before and if he is aware of the 
various catastrophes that could 
hypothetically take place in 
mere moments.
A second later, I chastise 
myself—of course he has flown 
before. Otherwise, he, like me, 
would have his face pressed to 
a window, waiting for the 
ground the shrink away into 
nothing and resisting the 
overwhelming urge to bite his 
nails.
Looking around at tlie other 
passengers, I find that they, like 
the man with the newspaper 
next to me, are absorbed in just 
about anything except the 
realization that they soon will 
be far above the heaving mist 
and in a new wprld completely. 
They are reading books and 
magazines and newspapers, or 
talking on cell phones, or 
exchanging awkward small talk
with their seatmates.
A mother three rows ahead 
of me is calmly giving her 
young son a simplified 
explanation of how airplanes 
fly, occasionally pointing out 
the window at the wings or at 
the stewardess patrolling the 
aisle, shutting the overhead 
storage compartments. While 
the child is appeased, his 
mother’s explanation does 
nothing to soothe my nerves. I 
may not have paid attention in 
my high school physics class, 
but I’m pretty sure she’s making 
it up as she goes.
The stewardess, meanwhile, 
looks bored and does her job 
automatically, pausing only to 
tell a passenger here and there 
to buckle his or her seatbelt. I 
try to reason with myself: if she 
does this everyday and is totally 
calm about it, then I have 
nothing to worry about. There 
is no reason to freak out. 
Breathe.
The speaker cracks to life, 
startling me and sending a fresh 
wave of shockwaves down my 
spine, to - announce the 
upcoming take-off and 
requesting that the passengers 
please 'tuin.-dff any electronic 
devices. There is a small tumult 
of clattering and rustling as 
people stow their belongings 
and prepare to leave as the plane 
slowly begins to back up. then 
taxis toward the runway.
The man next to me continues 
perusing his paper, seemingly 
oblivious to the movement of
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the plane. I stare at him for a 
moment, incredulous. He is so 
wrapped up in his own little 
world. Many of the people 
around us do the same, or lean 
their heads back against the 
scats and stare at the ceiling. I, 
meanwhile, turn to look out the 
window again, willing myself 
to remain calm.
The buildings of the airport 
fade behind us, swallowed 
quickly by the fog, and the only 
things I can make out arc lights 
here and there, along with large 
yellow signs emblazoned with 
black letters.
Glancing back every so 
often at the man with the 
newspaper and my fellow 
passengers, I feel rather stupid 
with my face pressed to the 
window, waiting to be lifted up 
into the sky. To the casual 
observer, I am making it very 
obvious that I have never flown 
before and am scared to death. 
Of death, as a matter of fact.
The plane reaches the 
runway and suddenly surges 
ahead, slicing through the fog 
like a fish in water. For an 
instant, there is merely a slight 
tilting upwards of the nose, and 
then we are bursting through the 
air at a speed that, I believe, is 
causing the plummeting 
sensation in my stomach. It’s 
either the speed or the steep 
angle at which we are rocketing 
higher and higher. At any rate, I 
think I can feel my spleen 
between my toes.
And then, with an abrupt 
change in skyscape, the plane 
soars through the last layer of 
clouds and into a crisply-blue 
clearing with dramatic cumulus 
canyons below. To the West, the 
sun has begun its descent, and if 
I crane my neck just so, I can 
see the delicate hues of pink and 
lavender mingling together 
around the brilliant orange orb.
Slowly, my anxiety ebbs 
away and I find myself 
marveling at the radiance of this 
new world, far away from the 
suffocating fog I’d left on Earth. 
It is suddenly easy to see why 
so many people envision some 
lofty paradise in the clouds when 
they try to imagine. Heaven. I 
resist the urge to look for a gate.
With that, I settle back into 
my seat, somewhat confused. 
Technically, I should still be 
terrified, seeing as I can see 
nothing but thick, billowy 
clouds beneath me and eternal 
sky above me. And then I realize 
that that is precisely why I am 
no longer afraid.
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ESSAY
The concept of inertia is first learned 
about in elementary school. The laws and 
rules of inertia are explained in better de­
tail during our high school years. The 
basic understanding is that 
bodies in motion tend to 
stay in motion, and that bod­
ies at rest tend to stay at rest.
(Thank you Mr. Wizard.)
A professor was introducing herself 
in class this past week, and described 
herself as someone who, once in mo­
tion in a particular activity, often hated 
having to stop that activity and move 
on to another task. She explained it us­
ing the concept of inertia. Once her body 
was in motion, she desired to stay that 
way, struggling when it was time to stop 
and change directions. This idea of 
“mental inertia” made me think about 
our lives in general, and how it is often 
difficult to change directions, stop an ac­
tivity that is in motion, and try some­
thing new.
We encounter this “mental inertia” 
as early as birth. Without being too 
graphic, we leave the comfort zone in 
our mother’s womb and enter into a 
world of die unknown and uncertain. 
There is a reason why when a baby is 
born the only thing he or she wants to 
do is cry for the better part of 10 min­
utes. Babies cry initially because they 
are rejecting their change in atmosphere.
Fast-forward five years to the start of 
kindergarten. What Mom? You are go­
ing to take me in the car and drop me off 
at a foreign place where I will have to 
be with 20 other kids my age and some 
new woman or man whom I have never 
met? And you will be nowhere in sight? 
You try to sell this to me by telling me 
that I will learn my alphabet and have 
snack time. That is nice Mom, but you 
already abandoned me once (remember 
that whole leaving the womb thing), and 
now this? Life is so stressful!
Somehow we adapt. We grow and 
learn. By June of that kindergarten year, 
I have come to adore my kindergarten 
teacher and my classmates, only to find 
out that soon I will have a new teacher 
and brand new classmates for the next 
school year. We are on an emotional 
rollercoaster of change.
Even big-picture change has left apes 
scratching their heads about Darwinism. 
I doubt that the Cro-Magnon outwardly 
decided that he wanted to evolve into a
Homo sapien. I am sure he went kicking 
and screaming with the cranial 
restructurings and posture adjustments. 
It was inescapable. Change is inescap­
able.
Eventually we get on with 
our journey (after cleaning up 
some Diet Coke spillage, and 
putting a couple of band-aids 
over any scratches or bumps). 
We arc capable of surviving 
change.
In a year, I will be graduating from 
college. It seems like the “Big Mama” 
of inertial change. The word “seems” is 
used because more than likely something 
bigger and scarier will come along like 
marriage, childbirth, getting fired from 
a job, divorce, death of a loved one, and 
ultimately our own deaths. Right now 
though, leaving college is a change in 
my rhythm in which I am not anxious to 
participate. I have reached a comfort 
zone, achieved sometime after the first 
semester of freshman year and I am ner­
vous about any changes.
If this were a road trip, we would 
have stopped short. The half-chugged 
can of Diet Coke in the cup holder would 
have gone flying. The air bag would 
have deployed, and the dashboard orna­
ments would soon become dashboard 
projectile shrapnel. A split second later, 
the car is at rest. Happiness comes in 
the delight that this horrible, almost ver­
tigo feeling does not last forever.
Eventually we get on with our jour­
ney (after cleaning up some Diet Coke 
spillage, and putting a couple of band­
aids over any scratches or bumps). We 
are capable of surviving change. The 
experience is unique for everyone, with 
some people having an easier time ad­
justing to new atmospheres.
The body at rest now must move 
again. After coming to an abrupt stop, 
we must now start up again in a new di­
rection. More inertia! By participating 
in change daily, I hope to get better at 
coping with it. Mental inertia will never 
stop. We can be jolted, bumped, and 
shocked along the way, or we can learn 
to “just go with it,” (possibly popping a 
few Dramaminc along the way).
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Forces in motion are hard to bring to a stop
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How do you plan on keeping 
warm this winter?
Eric Fulford ’08 
“Cuddling with snowbunnies.”
Gina Grandone ’05 
“Microwaving my underwear.”
Dan Midura ’06, Justin Campbell ’06, 
Brian Creeley ’06 
“A three-way spoon.”
Toni Veteri ’06 
“Not going outside until July.”
Marissa and Summer from The O. C.
“Getting in on that three-way spoon with 
those hunky boys.”
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The Cowl has always been on the 
cutting edge of technology...
The Cowl, 
circa 1873
The Cowl,
1957
The Cowl today
Check out TheCowl.com and 
see just how far we’ve come.
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Scores • Standings • Statistics • Schedules • Standouts
Standouts
Deirdre Byrne
Women’s Indoor Track 
Senior — Wicklow, Ireland
Byrne crossed the finish line first in the mile at the New 
England Challenge Cup on Sunday, Jan. 16 at Brown. 
Her time of 4:51.27 qualified her for the Big East 
Championships.
Darren Brown
Men’s Indoor Track 
Sophomore— Spring, Texas
Brown won the mile at the Yale Invitational on Satur­
day, Jan. 15 in New Haven, Conn. He finished in a 
time of 4:11.66 which qualified him for the NCAA 
Championships.
Scores
Friday 1/14
Men’s Hockey vs. Northeastern T, 3-3 OT
Saturday 1/15
Men’s Basketball vs. Syracuse 
Women’s Hockey at Connecticut 
Men’s Hockey at Northeastern
Men’s Indoor Track at Yale Invitational
L, 75-71
W, 4-3
L, 6-0
Ind. Results
Sunday 1/16
Women’s Hockey vs. Connecticut 
Men’s Swimming and Diving at Maine 
Women’s Swimming and Diving at Maine 
Women’s Indoor Track at New England 
Challenege Cup (at Brown)
T,3-3
L, 170-123
L, 177-119
5th of 5
Wednesday 1/19
Men’s Basketball at Rutgers L, 72-67
Schedules
Thursday 1/20
Women’s Basketball at Rutgers 7:30 p.m.
Friday 1/21
Women’s Track at Rhode Island Invitational TBA
Saturday 1/22
Swimming and Diving vs. UMass Dartmouth 
Women’s Hockey vs. Northeastern 
Men’s Hockey at Brown (Mayor’s Cup) 
Men’s Indoor Track at Terrier Cup
11:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m.
TBA
Sunday 1/23
Women’s Basketball vs. Boston College 
Women’s Hockey at Northeastern
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
Tuesday 1/25
Men’s Hockey vs. Connecticut 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday 1/26
Men’s Basketball vs. Boston College 7:30 p.m.
Standings
Providence College Men’s Basketball Men’s Basketball Stats vs. Rutgers
All-Time Scoring List (1/19) (1/19 at Rutgers Athletic Center)
Rank Team Pts. Name Pts. Rebs. Assists Blocks Minutes
1. Jimmy Walker 2045 Gomes, Ryan 14 7 1 0 38
2. Eric Murdock 2021 Kotti, Tuukka 8 6 3 1 35
3. Jamel Thomas 1971 McGrath, Donnie 5 0 1 0 26
4. Marvin Barnes 1839 Brewington, Dwight 18 2 1 1 36
5. Joe Hassett 1828 Hanke, Randall 6 2 2 3 16
t-6. RYAN GOMES 1809 Hill, Herbert 2 8 1 0 12
t-6. Bruce Campbell 1809 McKiver, Rob 0 0 0 0 1
8. Ernie DiGregorio 1760 Burch, Charlie 4 1 0 0 7
9. Otis Thorpe 1625 White, DeSean 10 5 6 0 29
10. Austin Croshere 1523 TOTALS 67 31 15 5 200
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Providence flocks South, then migrates North
Friars train in sunny 
Florida over winter 
break, return to frigid 
reception against 
Maine despite strong 
individual efforts; 
next up for PC is 
UMass-Dartmouth on 
Jan. 22
by Larry Harvey ’05
Sports Staff
The Providence College Men’s and 
Women’s Swimming migrated south for 
the winter.
Following a month off during the 
winter break, they 
SWIMMING returned to competing 
& DIVING form by training 
outdoors in sunny 
Florida. Over a week in the sunshine, the 
Friars returned to the snowy north. The 
journey home was not a joyous one, as 
they were met in Maine with a loss.
The trip to Islamorada, Florida was 
necessary to get the team back in shape 
for the remainder of the season, which 
includes two more meets, the 
Metropolitan Conference Cham­
pionships, and the ECAC Cham­
pionships. The trip was no vacation 
however. The team swam for four hours 
each day, along with an hour of dry land 
training each day at first class facilities.
“Right now, I think we’re in the best 
shape we’ve been in,” said Head Coach 
Jonathan Caswell. “The month off does 
definitely hurt, but getting down there, 
eight days in warm weather can fire you
courtesy of sports info
Junior captain Frank LaMonaca led Providence in its meet against Maine, 
winning the 100-meter freestyle and placing second in the 200-meter 
freestyle, and the 50-meter freestyle.
up.”
The trip did not land successful 
results for the Friars, as both the men’s 
and women’s teams were beaten at 
Maine. The men won four events in their 
170-123 loss, while the women won five 
events only to lose 177-119.
Junior captain Frank LaMonaca led 
the effort for Providence, winning the 
100-meter freestyle in 50.22. In 
addition, he captured second in the 200- 
meter freestyle in 1:49.50 and the 50- 
meter freestyle in 23.56. Finally, he 
swam the anchor leg of the 400-meter 
freestyle as Providence claimed first with 
a time of 3:23.09.
Fellow junior and co-captain Nick 
Taylor performed just as well, winning 
the 1000-meter freestyle with a time of 
10:28.96.
Another junior, Seth Brockman won 
the 100-meter backstroke in 56.89. The 
Friars also won the 400 meter freestyle 
relay.
“Our guys swam well, but Maine just 
won. They won six races within .5 
seconds. That really changed the meet,” 
said Caswell.
Right now, I think we’re in 
the best shape we’ve been in. 
The month off does definitely 
hurt, but getting down there, 
eight days in warm weather 
can fire you up.
Jon Caswell
The women’s meet was very similar 
in performance and outcome. 
Sophomore Anne Nemeth won the 100- 
meter breaststroke in 1:10.43, barely 
beating her closest competitor by a 
narrow 0.10. She also won the 200-meter 
breaststroke in 2:27.18, and placed 
second in the 200-meter freestyle with a 
time of 2:02.79.
Fellow sophomore Katelyn Flynn 
won the 200-meter butterfly with a time 
of 2:18.72, and took second in the 100- 
meter butterfly and the 200-meter 
individual medley.
Yet another sophomore, Carolyn 
Rider, added to the Friars’ effort by 
winning the 200-meter individual 
medley with a time of 2:19.47. The 
women also won the 400-meter freestyle 
relay in 3:57.95.
“The women actually swam really 
well. We won a bunch of events” said 
Caswell. “ I think between flying back 
and eight days of hard training, we 
weren’t really rested.”
The Friars only have two meets left 
in the season before heading to 
championships. The next meet will be 
the final meet at home for Providence. 
They will compete against Umass- 
Dartmouth this Saturday, January 22 in 
the Taylor Natatorium.
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Some sprint, others falter, as new year begins
by Greg Hartwell ’07
Sports Staff
Sprinting back into action, the 
Providence College Men and Women’s 
Track Teams started the New Year off 
with mixed results.
The men ventured to 
INDOOR New Haven, Conn, for their 
TRACK first meet of 2005 at the 
Yale Invitational on Jan. 15. 
Competing against teams such as Yale, 
Sacred Heart, Fordham, Holy Cross, 
Southern Connecticut, and New 
Hampshire, the Friars were met with 
obvious opposition./
“This meet was just a matter of 
getting our runners back into the 
routine,” said Head Coach Ray Treacy. 
“We have a lot of good athletes but they 
aren’t running in the same race every 
week. Because of this, we aren’t going 
to be as strong every meet, but these 
meets help prepare us for the end of the 
season.”
With this in mind, the Friars gave a 
rather strong showing this past weekend, 
dominating the top five slots.
Providence may have struggled in 
other events, but it controlled the mile, 
with runners finishing in four out of the 
top five spots. Leading the Friars in this 
event was sophomore Darren Brown, 
who finished in first place with a time 
of 4:11.66. This time qualified Brown 
for the Big East Indoor Championships.
Finishing third was junior Joe Dionne 
with a time of 4:19.25. Trailing Dionne 
by a fraction of a second was fourth place 
finisher freshman Ahmed Haji, with a 
time of 4:19.68. Sophomore Nick 
Weidman rounded out the Providence 
effort, finishing in fifth place with a time 
of4:20.80. Dionne also qualified for the 
Big East Championships with his time.
“We are very strong when it comes 
to distance,” said Treacy. “We work hard 
at our cross country races and we are 
very strong in races 800 meters and up.”
Senior Deirdre Byrne took first place in the mile at the New England 
Challenge Cup on Jan. 16. She finished with a time of 4:51.27 and qualified 
for the Big East Championships.
Also contributing to the Friars 
performance were senior Ben Pollock, 
and freshman Matthew Licari. Pollock 
placed fourth in the 3,000 meter with a 
time of 8:34.23 to qualify for the Big 
East Championships. Licari finished 
second with a time of 1:59.64 in the 800- 
meter competition.
“We are generally a small team,” 
commented Treacy, “but we still did well 
in the meet and got what we needed to 
out of competing in it.”
While the Men were in Connecticut, 
the Women stayed close to home as they 
raced on the East Side, at Brown 
University in the New England 
Challenge Cup on Jan. 16. The Women 
raced against Brown, Rhode Island 
College, Holy Cross, and Maine. Despite 
a few valid individual efforts, the women 
fell short. PC ended in fifth place overall 
with a score of 41 while Brown took a 
commanding first place with 219 points.
“Without Mary Cullen and Kim 
Smith, we are going to be a little weaker 
than we have been in the past,” said 
Treacy. “It has taken us a little while to 
get back into running, but I am confident 
that we will have an extremely strong 
outdoor team.”
Leading- the Friars’ effort for the 
women were senior Deirdre Byrne, 
senior Rosin Quinn, sophomore Katie 
Boyle, and freshman Megan Fanning. 
Byrne captured first place honors in the 
mile with a time of 4:51.27, which in turn 
qualified her for the Big East 
Championships. Quinn, Boyle, Fanning, 
and Byrne, were also able to capture 
another first place finish for the Friars 
in the distance medley relay with a 
combined time of 12:22.17.
Quinn, besides her relay finish, 
captured second place for PC as she ran 
a 2:16.76 in the 800-meter competition. 
This time qualified her for the Big East 
Championships.
Hopes of others stepping up for the 
girls this season run high in the wake of 
a lack of some key runners. As of now 
the Friars have made a new acquisition 
in the form of former University of North 
Carolina runner Meghan Owen. 
However, Owen will not be the answer 
to the Lady Friars problems this season.
“As of right now, Owen has not been 
released to us, so it seems that the earliest 
she will be able to run will hopefully be 
this time next year,” said Treacy. “We 
know that she will be an asset to the team 
and we await her release.”
After this weekend, the Friars left 
with five competitors qualified for the 
Big East Championships.
The men will be back in action this 
Jan. 22, as they compete in the Terrier 
Cup at Boston University. The women 
will be back in action a bit earlier on Jan. 
21, as they head to the Rhode Island 
Invitational.
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Women’s hockey hopes history repeats itself
Shaky start to 
2005 begins to 
look better as PC 
claims weekend 
series against 
UConn with 4-3 
win and 3-3 tie
by Pat Brown ’05 
Sports Staff
With the first fixtures of the 
new semester under its belt, the 
Providence College Women’s 
Hockey now finds itself in a 
similar situation 
WOMEN’S to last season. 
HOCKEY Having comp­
leted the non­
conference portion of their 
schedule somewhat less 
fruitfully than hoped, the Friars 
are looking to round out the 
current campaign with a 
seamless sequence of Hockey 
East victories - much like they 
did in 2004, when they entered 
the new year with a 4-5-2 record 
and proceeded to win 14 of their 
last 16 games en route to 
capturing a third consecutive 
league title.
At this juncture in 2005, PC 
hopes that the trend will 
continue. Although they remain 
undefeated in league play 
following this weekend’s 4-3 
win and 3-3 draw against 
Connecticut, bumpy road trips 
to non-conference venues in 
early January weakened the 
team’s standing in the national 
rankings. Losses to nationally 
ranked No. 2 Dartmouth and 
Niagara, plus a victory over 
nationally ranked No. 6 
Mercyhurst preceded the home- 
and-home series with UConn, 
which pushed the Friars’ overall 
record to 10-6-4 and 5-0-1 in 
Hockey East.
With only league contests 
remaining, the squad is hoping 
to loosen the shackles of 
inconsistency and roster 
depletion that have bound it 
recently and to play its best 
hockey of the season from here 
on out.
“Last year we were playing 
great and losing games,” said 
Head Coach Bob Deraney.
courtesy of sports info
Senior captain Danielle Bourgette fired the game-tying shot in Providence’s 3-3 tie with the 
University of Connecticut. Besides the tie, PC earned a hard fought 4-3 victory over the 
Huskies to garner three points on the weekend.
“We’re not playing great but 
we’re still finding a way to win. 
Personally I prefer it the other 
way around,” he added. “It’s all 
about excellence and playing 
great. It’s not about the results; 
it’s about how we’re playing. If 
you’re playing poorly and still 
winning, you’re not going to 
win championships. In the long 
run it catches up with you. We 
can’t let our record fool us.”
“We’re definitely still 
making a lot of mistakes that we 
want to correct,” explained 
junior Karen Thatcher. We’ve 
had a lot of injuries and it’s been 
hard with people coming in and 
out of the lineup to get a 
consistent, full game. We’re 
getting better every weekend; 
we’re playing more consistently 
and if we can put together a full 
60 minutes, we’ll be in good 
shape.”
Returning from a three-game 
Hockey East hiatus, the Friars 
traveled to the Huskies’ den on 
Saturday looking to re-ignite the 
flames of their fiery offense. 
Providence’s pyrotechnics 
melted down their hosts early 
on, as sophomore Sonny 
Watrous collected her 15 th goal 
of the season at 2:21 in the first 
period. The teams swapped 
leads until freshman Kelli 
Doolin sealed the deal with 11 
minutes remaining in 
regulation. Freshman Jenna 
Keilch and senior Rush 
Zimmerman also tallied in the 
4-3 victory, with senior 
netminder Amy Thomas posting 
26 saves.
PC played host the follow­
ing day and found itself playing 
catch-up most of the game as 
both teams plunged into a 
steady rhythm of back and forth 
action. Watrous erased an early 
Husky lead at 17:01 in the first; 
Zimmerman pulled the Friars 
even at 2-2 midway through the 
second, while the task of 
collecting the final equalizer fell 
to senior Danielle Bourgette, 
whose blue-line slapper eluded 
UConn’s goalie with seven 
minutes to go. Overtime solved 
Friars win for second time
by Stephanie LaCharite ’06
Asst. Sports Editor
Over the holiday break the 
Providence College Women’s 
Basketball team won its second 
game this season. The Friars 
defeated Troy, 59-56 on Dec. 30 
in the first of the team’s two 
televised games of the season. 
But despite the victory, the 
Friars also suffered several 
losses including to LaSalle, 
New Hampshire, Connecticut, 
Villanova, West Virginia and 
Syracuse.
After almost two weeks 
without playing a game, 
Providence faced off on Dec. 22 
against LaSalle where the Friars 
lost 68-32. Sophomore Jill 
Furstenburg led the team with 
10 points after returning from 
an injury which caused her to 
miss the first eight games of the 
season. Then the Friars had 
another five days off for the 
holiday and resumed their 
schedule on Dec. 28, where they 
went on the road against New 
nothing as both teams split the 
points with a 3-3 score.
The weekend’s results were 
a welcome source of 
encouragement for a team 
which wedged a 3-2 win 
between 10-2 and 5-4 defeats as 
it struggled to find its groove 
following the winter recess.
The Friars challenged 
Dartmouth in their first fixture 
of 2005 only to bear the full 
brunt of the Big Green 
machine’s execution, as the Ivy 
Leaguers dealt PC a 10-2 loss— 
the program’s largest margin of 
defeat in eight years.
Six days later, it was an 
entirely different story as PC 
held Mercyhurst at bay by a 3- 
2 margin of victory. Freshman 
Rachel Crissy, Watrous and 
sophomore Kristin Gigliotti 
were the goalscorers on the day, 
as the Friars orchestrated one of 
their strongest performances of 
the year.
The team’s fortunes and 
momentum suffered a total 
turnaround the next day,
Hampshire and fell 62-52. 
Although the Friars attempted 
to rebound at the beginning of 
the second half with a scoring 
run which gave them a 30-28 
lead, in the end UNH prevailed.
Only a couple days after 
Providence’s string of losses, 
the Friars caught a break with 
the win over Troy. The Friars 
put up impressive shooting 
percentages, which reached 50 
percent in the second half, 
helping to assure them of the 
win.
However, after coming off of 
its victory over Troy, the Friars 
could not keep the momentum 
going as they tried to battle off 
four tough Big East opponents. 
First PC tipped off against 
Villanova on Jan. 2 in its first 
Big East Conference game of 
the season. Despite the Friars 
back-and-forth battle against 
the Wildcats the game 
eventually ended in defeat, by 
a score of 45-34.
Next, Providence traveled to 
Connecticut to play the 
however, against Niagara. 
Despite firing double the shots 
on net and watching Watrous 
grab her first career hat-trick, 
Providence ultimately dropped 
the decision in overtime, 5-4.
“Our first game against 
Dartmouth was a tough loss,” 
said Bourgette. “We knew they 
were a good team but we didn’t 
expect it to be the way it was. 
Going into Mercyhurst and 
Niagara we were on fire, we 
wanted to go out and win. We 
did really well against 
Mercyhurst and then Niagara 
came along and we just didn’t 
get the bounces.”
This time last year, the 
University of New Hampshire 
—PC’s perpetual challenger for 
Hockey East supremacy—sat 
above Providence in the league 
standings by a narrow margin. 
They ended up claiming the 
regular season title by one point, 
but lost to the Friars in the 
tournament championship.
As Providence currently 
trails the Wildcats by five points 
in the standings with three 
games in hand, the team is 
hopeful that history will repeat 
itself. Nevertheless, a few 
voices are cautioning that this 
ambition will go unfulfilled 
unless an unyielding transition 
to consistency and intensity is 
made soon.
“The league is a lot closer in 
talent, so we need to approach 
every game like it’s a UNH 
game,” said Thatcher.
Coach Deraney concurred. 
“I do believe in this team and I 
do believe in the group of 
players we have,” he said. “But 
the bottom line is I can’t play 
for them. They have to be 
committed as a group to achieve 
the results that they’re capable 
of. And if they do that, we’re 
going to win our fourth 
championship. But that’s the 
one thing I can’t do. I can’t play 
for them—in practices, most 
importantly, but also in games.”
The Friars return to action 
this Saturday, Jan. 22 at 2:00 
p.m. as they host Northeastern 
at Schneider Arena.
“We really want to sweep the 
weekend against Northeastern,” 
said Bourgette. “They’re a 
scrappy team, so we’ve got to 
keep working hard at all times.” 
nationally ranked Huskies. 
Again, the Friars were defeated 
83-33. The team’s Big East 
schedule continued with a home 
game against West Virginia. 
Although the Friars took an 
early lead, WVU fought back 
with a scoring run before the 
end of the first half that gave the 
Mountaineers a 26-21 lead 
going into the second half. But 
West Virginia continued with its 
performance that it started at the 
end of the first half going on 
another scoring run to stretch its 
lead and coast to a 60-45 
victory.
PC hit the road again to 
battle Syracuse in another Big 
East Conference game where 
the Friars again met defeat, 72- 
51. But yet again, Providence 
held close to the Orange in the 
first half, but like their game 
against WVU, lost steam going 
into the second half. Syracuse 
produced scoring runs before 
the end of the first half and 
again at the start of the second 
half to assure its victory.
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Friars still fail to find mark in close defeats
by Ryan Durkay ’05 
Sports Staff
It’s the same old story for the 
Providence College Men’s 
Basketball team, as the Friars 
continue to come so close, yet 
never seem 
MEN’S to get close 
BASKETBALL enough. 
After drop­
ping its Big East opener on the 
road to Boston College, then its 
home opener to Villanova, PC 
was right back at it against 
nationally ranked No. 7 
Syracuse on Saturday, January 
16 at the Dunkin’ Donuts 
Center. The result was a 75-71 
loss in a nail biter that left a bad 
taste in everyone’s mouth who 
was cheering for the black and 
white.
“The taste is awful,” said 
Head Coach Tim Welsh. “As a 
coach, you know there’s 13 
games left. I can put my head 
in the sand and say, ‘Woe is me,’ 
but no one cares. I’ve got to be 
the leader and make sure these 
guys understand that we’re 
going on the road and we’ve got 
to get going quickly. We can’t 
dig ourselves too much of a 
hole.”
The Friars showed tough­
ness and grit during the game. 
On three separate occasions in 
the second half, the Friars 
shaved the Syracuse lead to one 
point after they had trailed by 
12 with 10:25 left in the game. 
Providence could not get that 
big play it has so desperately 
needed so far in this short Big 
East season, and eventually fell 
to the 17-1 Orange.
Despite a tough pressure 
defense late in the second half,
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Freshman DeSean White scored 14 points off the bench in a 
75-71 loss to Syracuse. White started for the first time as a 
Friar and added 10 points in PC’s 72-67 loss to Rutgers.
Syracuse never panicked and 
showed signs of a team that 
returned all its starters from a 
year ago. Leading the way for 
the Orange was All-American 
candidate Hakim Warrick. 
Warrick had a monster game 
with 25 points and 12 rebounds. 
In the first half he had 16 points, 
on 7-8 shooting from the field. 
It was the way he accumulated 
those points that really killed the 
Friars though. Five of Warrick’s 
seven field goals were dunks, 
which was indicative of the 
Friars defense on the day, as 
they gave up easy basket after 
easy basket. Syracuse finished 
the game shooting a 
phenomenal 58 percent from 
the field.
“That’s something that we 
have to work on,” said 
freshman DeSean White, who 
played well off the bench with 
14 points. “We know that we 
can score, but we have got to 
start playing defense.”
White is right. The defense 
is what has been killing PC thus 
far in Big East games. The 
Friars are in the top five in the 
league in scoring yet rank near 
the bottom when it comes to 
scoring defense. That was 
made much more evident on 
Saturday afternoon as the Friars 
were getting beat down court 
time after time and giving up 
uncontested baskets.
The lack of a consistent hard 
nose defensive effort was 
exploited early in the second 
half after Gerry McNamara hit 
a three-pointer and set-up Craig 
Forth with two easy alley-oop 
dunks. The Orange roared out 
to a 17-4 run to open the second 
stanza, and looked to be 
shooting the Friars out of the 
gym with a 54-40 lead.
The Friars looked as if they 
had no chance in the game at 
that point, but showed no sign 
of quitting. After some key 
inside play by White and senior 
Tukka Kotti (11 points), the 
Friars got a much needed three 
pointer from senior Ryan 
Gomes, who had been virtually 
held in check all day. The 
Gomes three-pointer from the 
corner, followed by junior 
Donnie McGrath’s desperation 
30-footer, his only basket of the 
day, cut the lead to 65-63 with 
3:20 to play.
Gomes’ struggles were 
evident as PC’s leading scorer 
failed to attack the basket and 
spent much of his time outside 
the three-point arc.
“It was just different tonight, 
I just couldn’t get into a flow,” 
said Gomes, who finished with 
only 14 points and 7 rebounds. 
“When I would catch the ball on 
the wing, I had two guys around 
me. It was tough, I couldn’t be 
as effective as I wanted to be.”
Despite a sub par per­
formance from Gomes, the 
Friars had a shot to pull out a 
win. In the final two minutes, 
PC began pressing, which 
forced Syracuse guard Josh 
Pace into two turnovers. 
However, Providence could not 
capitalize on those turnovers, 
with White making one of two 
free throws to cut the lead to 
65-64 and sophomore Dwight 
Brewington (21 points) 
making a difficult pass to 
Kotti, which he could not 
handle. The Friars had two 
chances late to tie the game but 
a missed three-pointer by 
Brewington and a botched in 
bounds play stolen by Warrick 
resulted in yet again another 
heartbreaking loss for the 
Friars.
PC followed the home 
loss with another tough loss to 
swallow as they dropped a 72- 
67 decision to Rutgers on 
Wednesday.
Brewington again led all 
Friar scorers, tallying 18 
points. White, starting his first 
collegiate game, again 
provided a spark with his deft 
passing. However, another 
lackluster output from Gomes 
(only 14 points and eight 
rebounds) left the Friar’s one 
scorer short in the end. The 
losses leave PC with a 9-8 
overall record and an 0-4 mark 
in the Big East.
“Getting close doesn’t 
count,” said Welsh. “I think we 
corrected a lot of issues this 
week as far as toughness and 
rebounding. Unfortunately it 
wasn’t good enough to beat 
this team. That’s what 
sometimes happens in this 
league. You can play pretty 
well but it’s not good enough 
because you’re playing against 
great teams.”
Unfortunately, PC knows 
what that feeling is like for the 
third and fourth times in this 
Big East Conference season.
Faltering Friars quickly slipping down slope
by Kevin O’Brien ’07 
Asst. Sports Editor
It’s been an uphill battle for 
the Providence College Men’s 
Hockey team all season, and it’s 
a battle that might finally be 
getting the best 
MEN’S °f the Friars. 
HOCKEY pc managed a 
3-3 home tie 
with Northeastern on Friday, 
but a 6-0 loss to the Huskies in 
Boston on Saturday was a ma­
jor setback for a team with as­
pirations of climbing out of the 
Hockey East cellar.
Providence (6-13-3 overall, 
2-9-3 conference) currently sits 
eighth in the standings with 
seven points, three adrift of the 
aforementioned Northeastern 
Huskies, but still four points 
ahead of last place Merrimack. 
One thing is for sure: after fail­
ing to seize last weekend’s op­
portunity to make up ground on 
the top six, things have gotten 
just a little bit tougher for the 
Friars.
“We definitely have to work 
on executing better,” said Head 
Coach Paul Pooley. “We have 
to continue to progress, and we 
have to keep it simple and limit 
the turnovers.”
Ever the optimist, Pooley 
was able to draw some positives 
from Friday’s tie.
“I was happy to come back,” 
he said, “and I felt we did some 
good things. Our top line shut 
down their top line for the most 
part.”
There certainly were some 
encouraging signs from 
Friday’s matchup, which saw 
the Friars scramble back to 
erase three separate Northeast­
ern leads. After a Husky power 
play resulted in a goal for the 
visitors just two minutes into the 
first period, Providence found 
an equalizer just a few minutes 
later when junior right wing 
Nate Meyers tapped home the 
rebound off a shot from sopho­
more Colin McDonald. North­
eastern grabbed another goal, 
this time early in the second 
period, when the Friars failed to 
clear a loose puck in front of 
their net.
Providence once again 
evened things up when senior 
center Chris Chaput found 
sophomore left wing Jamie 
Carroll with a nifty pass, and the 
transfer from Iona made no mis­
take with his finish, firing a one- 
timer past the NU goaltender. 
Carroll has been on a tear lately, 
and his seventh goal of the year 
tied him for the team lead with 
McDonald.
After the Friars fell behind 
one more time, Carroll and 
McDonald would be joined atop
Sophomore Jamie Carroll tallied one goal in Providence’s 3- 
3 tie with Northeastern on Jan. 14 at Schneider Arena. The 
Friars lost the second half of the home-and-home Hockey 
East matchup, 6-0.
the PC goal charts by their 
classmate, right wing Bill 
McCreary. On a 2-on-l, 
McCreary took a pass from 
sophomore center Tony 
Zancanaro and waited for just 
the right moment before coolly 
firing the puck home off the 
inside of the post.
“Billy was on, he definitely 
came to play tonight,” Pooley 
said afterwards. “It was a great 
shot by him.”
Despite some good opportu­
nities throughout the third pe­
riod and overtime, neither team 
was able to capitalize.
“It was a sloppy game, very 
sloppy—a typical game versus 
Northeastern,” Pooley said. 
“We did a good job getting back 
in the game, and we had some 
opportunities late.”
Saturday, however, was quite 
another story. Providence never 
got back into the game, falling 
behind 1-0 in the first period 
before surrendering three goals 
in the second, which effec­
tively put the game out of 
reach. Things got so bad that 
senior netminder David 
Cacciola was pulled midway 
through the second period; 
while his replacement, fresh­
man Tyler Sims, fared a bit 
better, Providence still wound 
up on the wrong end of a 6-0 
thrashing.
The New Year has not been 
kind to the Friars, who are 
winless in all four Hockey East 
games they have played in 
2005. In fact, their winless 
streak in conference play now 
stretches to 11 games, and they 
have only managed to collect 
three points in that span.
Given that statistic, the 
good news for the Friars is that 
they do not resume conference 
play until next weekend. 
Providence will travel to 
Brown on Saturday for a ri­
valry matchup with the Ivy 
League school, and will then 
host Connecticut next Tues­
day.
Things don’t get any easier 
for the Friars after that. Games 
against Boston University, 
Boston College, UMass- 
Lowell, and Maine in the com­
ing weeks will pit PC against 
teams that all rank higher than 
it in the conference standings.
